


7.0 INTRODUCTION 

In this chapter an attempt has been made to estimate the relevant structural 

equation and to interpret the co-efficient associated with different explanatory variables 

in the broad framework of income generation mechanism in the various sector of 

handicraft industry (Ali, 1981 ). The structural equation explaining several policy 

variables are obtained from regression analysis using least square method (Sao, 1992 

and Sao and Chattopadhyay, 1985). 

7.1.0 REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF THANKA PAINTING 

The structural equation has been prepared on annual basis. The nomenclatures 

used in the equation for Thanka Painting are as follows: 

YTp1 Total production per unit (in Rs.). 

YTp2 Value added per unit (in Rs.). 

YTp3 Total Duration of daily operation of main workers per units. 

YTp4 Value of fix capital per unit (in Rs. ). 

YTps Value of working capital per unit (in Rs. ). 

YTp6 Net income per household in (in Rs.). 

XTp1 Percentage of skilled workers to total workers per unit. 

XTp2 Capacity utilization of all workers as defined by (hours of operation I hours 

the unit should have operated in optimal condition) x 100. 

XTp3 Standard Mandays as defined by total man-hour worked 18 (taking as standard 

shift hour). 

XTp4 Percentage of work done by part-time workers as define by (total hour worked 

by part-time workers I total hours worked by full-time and part-time workers) 

X 100. 

XTps Percentage of finished products sold to customers. 

XTp6 Percentage of finished products sold to Government. 

XTp7 Percentage of finished products sold to middleman. 

XTps Percentage of finished products sold to Retailers. 

XTp9 Size of unit in terms of employment. 

XTp10 Educational level ofthe workers (in code taking a 5-point scale) 

XTp11 Percentage of finance mobilisation from saving. 

XTp12 Percentage of finance mobilisation from Customers advance. 
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XTp13 Percentage of finance mobilisation from middleman. 

The structural equation explaining several policy variables are obtained from 

least square analysis for Thanka Painting are given below: 

7.1.1 Total Production per Units in Rs. in Thanka Painting (YTp1 ) 

Total production per units in Thanka Painting (YTp1) has been regressed on 

Working Capital (YTp5) and Standard Mandays (XTp3). YTp1 has also been regressed 

with other variables, but no significant impact was found on these variables, therefore 

these variables have been excluded from the regression equation. 

The regression equation so estimated is: 

YTp,= 4591.257* + 1.224*YTp5 + 150.372XTp3 

(10790.153) (0.523) (67.962) 

R2 = 0.897** 

As the reported R2 of this equation is very high, it indicates the efficiency of the 

right hand side variables i.e., YTp5 and XTp3 in explaining the variations in YTpr very high. 

The marginal contribution of Ytp5 and XTp3 on YTp1, keeping other variable 

fixed are 1.224 and 150.372 respectively. The explained variation by the above 

regression is 89.7 percent of the total variation of YTp1• Explanatory variables XTp3 

and YTps have a positive impact on the dependent variable. As higher value Of bOth the 

independent variables ensure either higher production or better production. 

7.7.2 Value Added per Unit in Rs in Thanka Painting (YTp2) 

Value Added per unit in Thanka painting (YTp2) has been regressed on standard 

maydays (XTp3) and percentage of finished goods sold to middleman (XTp7). Ytp2 

was also regressed on other variable but no significant influence of these variables was 

found. Therefore, these variables were excluded from the regression equation. 

The regression equation so fitted is: 

YTp2 =-7350.773*+264.508**XTp3 -784.057XTp7 

(7054.150) (22.100) (278.011) 

R2=0.895** 

The value of R2 is very high, therefore it can be concluded that the explanatory 

variables are capable of explaining the variation in value added per unit. The marginal 

contribution of XTp3 and XTp7 on YTp1, keeping other variable fixed are 264.508** 
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and -784.057 respectively. The explained variation by above regression is 89.5% of the 

total variation on YTp1. The variable XTp3 have a positive influence on YTp1 with high 

magnitude because it ensure timely and better production. XTp7 has a negative 

influence on YTp1 middleman usually pay lowest rates per items 

7.1.3 Total Duration of Daily Operation of Main Worker per Unit in Thanka 

Painting (YTp3) 

Total duration of daily operation of main worker per unit (YTp3) in Thanka 

painting has been regression on value added per unit (Ytp2), percentage of skilled 

worker to total worker (XTp1) and percentage of finished goods sold to middleman 

(XTp7). Ytp3 was also regressed on other variable but no significant influences of these 

variables were found. Therefore, these variables were excluded from the regression 

equation. 

The regression equation so fitted is 

YTp3= 4877.204**+0.01144*YTp2-39.816**XTpi+18.670*XT7 

(1160.694) (0.004) (10.433) (7.499) 

R2=0.911** 

The value of R2 is very high, therefore it can be concluded that the explanatory 

variables are capable of explaining the variation in value added per unit of output. 

The marginal contribution of YTp2, XTp1 and XTp7 on YTp1, keeping other 

variable fixed are 0.01144*, -39.816** and 18.670* respectively. The explained 

variation by above regression is 91.1% of the total variation on Ytp3. The variable 

YTp2 and XTp7 have a positive influence on YTp1 with high magnitude which are in 

conformity with held hypothesis. XTp1 has a negative influence on YTp1 as skilled 

workers usually give better finish in less time. 

7.1.4 Value of Fixed Capital per Unit in Rs in Thanka Painting 

Value of Fixed Capital per Unit in Thanka painting (Ytp4) has been regressed 

on total output per units (YTp1) and percentage of skilled worker to total workers 

(XTpJ). Ytp4 was also regressed on other variable but no significant influence of these 

variables was found. Therefore, these variables were excluded from the regression 

equation. 
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The regression equation so fitted is 

YTP4=2725.472**+0.004131 **YTp~-8.610**XTp1 

(237.078) (0.001) (2.095) 

R2=0.953** 

The value of R2 is very high, therefore it can be concluded that the 

explanatory variables are capable of explaining the variation in value added per unit of 

output 

The marginal contribution of YTp1 and XTp1 on YTp~, keeping other variable 

fixed are 0.004131 ** and -8.610** respectively. The explained variation by above 

regression is 95.3% of the total variation on YTp4. The variable YTp3 have a positive 

influence on YTp1 with high magnitude. XTp1 has a negative influence on YTp4 as 

highly skilled worker can ensure production even with obsolete tools, which are usually 

of low cost. 

7.1.5 Value of Working Capital per Unit in Rs in Thanka Painting (YTp5) 

Value of Working Capital per Unit in Thanka painting (YTp5) has been 

regressed on total output per units (YTp1), and percentage of skilled worker to total 

workers (XTp1) and percentage of share of work done by part-time worker (XTp4). 

Ytps was also regressed on other variable but no significant influences of these 

variables were found. Therefore, these variables were excluded from the regression 

equation. 

The regression equation so fitted is: 

YTps = 91695.724** + 0.101 *YTp1- 876.209**XTpi +306.379XTp4 

(12175.344) (0.038) (1 07.396) (1101.777) 

R2 =0.976** 

The value of R2 is very high, therefore it can be concluded that the 

explanatory variables are capable of explaining the variation in value added per unit. 

The high positive impact of contribution of part-time workers in working capital is due 

to the fact that part-time worker do not use the gold dust and other raw materials 

effectively. Hence expenditure on raw materials escalates. Beside product made by 

part-time worker are not of higher quality which results in the lag of sale. This back log 

in sale requires extra expenditure on working capital as the units cannot remain idle. 
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The marginal contribution of YTp1, XTp1 and XTp4 on YTps keeping other 

variable fixed are + 0.101 *, - 876.209** and 306.379* respectively. The explained 

variation by above regression is 97.6% of the total variation on YTps. The variable 

YTp1 and XTp4 have a positive influence on YTp1 with high magnitude which is 

favourable feature as skilled worker use expensive raw materials like gold dust, natural 

colours efficiently and judiciously. XTp1 has a negative influence on YTps 

7.1.6 Net Income per Household per Unit in Thanka Painting (YTp6) 

Net Income per Household in Thanka painting (YTp6) has been regressed on 

percentage of skilled worker to total workers (XTp1), Standard Mandays (XTp3) and 

percentage of work done by part-time worker (XTp4). Ytp6 was also regressed on other 

variable but no significant influences of these variables were found. Therefore, these 

variables were excluded from the regression equation. 

The regression equation so fitted is 

YTp6=88633.721 *- 866.198**XTpi+33949*XTp3+280.356*XTp4 

(62411.1) (106.588)) (12.245) (113.43) 

R2 = 0.976** 

The value of R2 is very high, therefore it can be concluded that the explanatory 

variables are capable of explaining the variation in value added per unit of output. 

The marginal contribution of XTp1, XTp3 and XTp4 on YTps keeping other 

variable fixed are -866.198**, 33949* and 280.356* respectively. The explained 

variation by above regression is 97.6% of the total variation on YTps. The variable 

XTp3 and XTp4 have a positive influence on YTp1 with high magnitude which is in 

conformity with held hypothesis. XTp1 has a negative influence on YTP6· Which is 

rather perplexing it could be due to the fact that highly skilled worker usually do not 

take part in other subsidiary activities. The out put is usually of high quality and of 

higher price. Hence direct customer sale is low. Middleman or retailer usually stock 

such product and pay comparatively low price to the articles 

7 .1. 7 Summary of Stepwise Regression of Thanka Painting (YTp) 

The summary of stepwise regression of YTp1 (Total production per unit), YTp2 

(Value Added per unit), YTp3 (Duration of Daily operation of Main Worker per unit), 
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YTp4 (Value of Fixed Capital per unit), YTp5 (Value of Working Capital per unit) and 

YTp6 (Net Income per Household per unit) in Thanka Painting are as follows: 

1. YTpt = 4591.257* +1.224*YTps +150.372XTp3 

(10790.153) (0.523) (67.962) 

R2 = 0.897** 

2. YTp2 = -7350.773*+264.508**XTp3 -784.057XTp7 

(7054.150) (22.100) (278.011) 

R2=0.895** 

3. YTp3= 4877.204**+0.01144*YTp2-39.816**XTpt+ 18.670*XT7 

(1160.694) (0.004) (10.433) (7.499 

4. YTP4=2725.472**+0.004131 **YTp1-8.6lO**XTp1 

(237.078) (0.001) (2.095) 

R2 =0.953** 

5. YTps= 91695.724** + 0.101 *YTp1_ 876.209**XTp1 +306.379XTp4) 

(12175.344) (0.038) (1 07.396) (1101.777) 

R2 =0.976** 

6. YTp6=88633.721 * -866.198**XTp1+33949*XTp3+280.356*XTp4 

(62411.1) (106.588)) (12.245) (113.43) 

R2 = 0.976** 

Figures in the parenthesis are corresponding standard errors and* & **indicate 

that the parameter are statistically significant at 5%. & 1% level of significance 

respectively for n-p 1 degree of freedom. 

7.1.8 Optimum Functional Model ofThanka Painting (YTp) 

Optimum functional model of Total production per unit in Rs.( YTp1), Value 

added per unit(YTp2), Duration of daily operation of main worker(YTp3), Value of 

fixed capital asset per unit(YTp4), Value of working capital per unit(YTp5) and Net 

income of the household (YTp6) for the Thanka Painting are as follow: 

1. YTpt= f (YTps, XTp3) 

2. YTp2 = f (XTp3, XTp7) 

3. YTp3= f (YTp2, XTp7, XTPtL) 
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4. YTp4= f(YTp1, XTp1) 

5. YTps=f(YTpi,XTpJ,XTp4) 

6. YTp6 = f(XTp1, XTp3, XTp4) 

7.1.9 Correlation Co-Efficient Matrix ofThanka Painting (YTp) 

Tables 7 .l.a, b, c, d, e & f depict Correlation Co-efficient Matrix of each 

dependent and its related explanatory variables of Thanka Paintings. 

Table 7.1 a 

YTp1 YTps XTp3 

YTp1 1 

YTps .931(**) 1 

XTp3 .929(**) .930(**) 1 

Table 7.l.b 

YTpz XTp3 XTp7 

YTpz 1 

XTp3 .919(**) 1 
XTp7 .083 .319 1 

Table 7.l.c 

YTp3 YTpz XTp1 XTp7 

YTp3 1 
YTpz 902(**) 1 
XTp1 -.905(**) -.862(**) 1 
XTp7 . 202 .083 .035 1 

Table 7.l.d 
YTp4 YTp1 XTp1 

YTp4 1 

YTp1 . 952(**) 1 

XTp1 -.930(**) -.862(**) 1 

Table 7.l.e 

YTps YTp1 XTp1 XTp4 

YTp5 1 

YTp1 931(**) 1 

XTp1 960(**) -.862(**) 1 

XTp4 . 095 .193 115 1 
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Table7.l.f 

YTp6 XTp1 XTp3 
YTp6 1 

XTp1 -.577(**) 1 
XTp3 . 614(**) -.853(**) 1 
XTp4 .098 . 115 .234 

**Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 

XTp4 

1 

7.2 REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF KALIMPONG ARTS 

The structural equation has been prepared on annual basis. The nomenclatures 

used in the equation are as follows: 

YKa 1 Total production per unit (in Rs.). 

YKa2 Total Value added per unit (in Rs.). 

YKa3 Total Duration of daily operation of main worker per unit. 

YKa4 Value of fix capital per unit (in Rs.) 

YKas Value of working capital per unit (in Rs). 

YKa 6 Net income per household (in Rs.). 

XKa 1 Percentage of skilled workers to total workers per unit. 

XKa 2 Capacity utilization of all workers as defined by (hours of Operation/hours the 

unit should have operated in optimal condition) x 100. 

XKa3 Standard mandays as defined by total man-hour worked/8 (taking as standard 

shift hour). 

XKa4 Percentage of work done by part-time workers as define by (total hour worked 

by part-time workers/ total hours worked by full time and part-time workers) 

X 100. 

XKa s Percentage of finished products sold to customers. 

XKa 6 Percentage of finished products sold to Government. 

XKa 1 Percentage of finished products sold to middleman. 

XKa s Percentage of finished products sold to retailers. 

XKa 9 Size of unit in terms of employment. 

XKa 10 Educational level of the workers (in code taking a 5 point scale). 

XKa 11 Percentage of finance mobilisation from saving. 

XKa 12 Percentage of finance mobilisation from customers advances. 
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XKa 13 Percentage of finance mobilisation from middleman. 

The structural equation explaining several policy variables are obtained from 

least square analysis for Kalimpong Art are given below: 

7.2.1 Total production per Unit in Rs. in Kalimpong Art (YKa1) 

Total production per unit in Kalimpong Art (YKa1) has been regressed on value 

of working capital (Yka5) and percentage of finished goods sold to Government 

agencies (Xkll6). Yka1 was also regressed on other variable but no significant influences 

of these variables were found. Therefore, these variables were excluded from the 

regression equation. 

The regression equation so fitted is: 

YKa1 =1908.722* + 2.006**YKa5 -1204.459**XKCi6 

(6676.192) (0.156) (316.887) 

R2 = 0.910** 

The value of R2 is very high, therefore it can be concluded that the explanatory 

variables are capable of explaining the variation in value added per unit of output. 

The marginal contribution of Yka5 and Xkll6 on YKa1, keeping other variable 

fixed are 2.006* and -1204.459** respectively. The explained variation by above 

regression is 91% of the total variation on Yka1. The variable Yka5 and Xkll6 have a 

positive influence on YKa1 which is in conformity with held hypothesis with moderate 

magnitude. Xkll6 has a high negative influence on YKa1, even though the rate is highest 

in case of government purchase but due to difficult mechanism in purchase system, 

craftsmen usually participate in sale in collaboration with middleman who pockets part 

of the profit. Besides cash payments are not made even with a lag of three months. 

However if the supplied items remain unsold then the artifacts are returned. These 

hurdles in the path of organize sale to government induces a negative impact. 

7.2.2 Value Added per Unit in Rs in Kalimpong Art (YKa2) 

Value added per unit in Kalimpong Art (YKa2).has been regressed on Value of 

working capital (Ykas) and Percentage of finance mobilisation from saving (Xka1,). 

Yka2 was also regressed on other variable but no significant influences of these 

variables were found. Therefore, these variables were excluded from the regression 

equation. 
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The regression equation so fitted is: 

YKa2 =96585.648**+0.717**YKa5-877.241 **XKa11 

(27778.649) (0.126) (262.602) 

R2=0.809** 

The value ofR2 is very high, therefore it can be concluded that the explanatory 

variables are capable of explaining the variation in value added per unit of output. 

The marginal contribution of Yka5 and Xkan on Yka2, keeping other variable 

fixed are 0. 717** and-877.241 ** respectively. The explained variation by above 

regression is 80.9% of the total variation on Yka2. The variable YKa5 have a positive 

influence on YTp1 with low magnitude. XKa11 has a negative influence on Yka2. The 

profit margin in Kalimpong arts is very low hence the value added is also low. In such 

a situation an artisan go for savings only if he cannot mobilizes any other sources and it 

is usually at the cost of other essential expenditure. The situation usually renders a 

significant set back in production and productivity. 

7.2.3 Total Duration of Daily Operation of Main Worker per Unit in Kalimpong 

Art (YKa3) 

Total duration of daily operation of main worker per unit (YKa3) has been 

regressed on percentage of finished goods sold to customers (Yka5). Yka3 was also 

regressed on other variable but no sigrtificant influences of these variables were found. 

Therefore, these variables were excluded from the regression equation. 

The regression equation so fitted is: 

YKa3 =2321.461**-22.128**XKa5 

(111.707) (5.396) 

R2=0.470** 

The as reported R2 is only 47%, it is moderately successful in explaining the variation 

in Yka3, while 53% remain unexplained Xka5 has however negative effect on Yka3, and unit 

rate of decrease is Rs 22.12, which is not in conformity with the held hypothesis. 

7.2.4 Value of Fixed Capital per Unit in Rs in Kalimpong Art (Yka4) 

The value of fixed capital per unit (YkC4) has been regressed on a number of 

variable but no significant influence of the variables on YkC4 were found and there 

exist no relation 
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7.2.5 Value of Working Capital per Unit in Rs in Kalimpong Art (YKas) 

Value of Working Capital per Unit in Kalimpong (YKa5) has been regressed on 

total production per unit (Yka1), size of units in terms of employment (Xka9) and 

percentage of finance mobilisation from saving. (Xka11). Yka5 was also regressed on 

other variable but no significant influences of these variables were found. Therefore, 

these variables were excluded from the regression equation. 

The regression equation so fitted is: 

YKa5=65235.8**+0.506**YKa1+4608.247*XKa9+602.407**XKtl 

(21982.3) (0.058) (1611.348) (199.295) 

R2=0.912** 

The value of R2 is very high, therefore it can be concluded that the explanatory 

variables are capable of explaining the variation in value added per unit of output. 

The marginal contribution of YKa1, XKa9 and XKallon Ykas, keeping other 

variable fixed are 0.506**, 4608.247* and 602.407**respectively. The explained 

variation by above regression is 91.2% of the total variation on Ykas. The variable 

YKa1, XK~ and XKa11 have a positive influence on YTp5 with high magnitude. 

7.2.6 Net Income per Household per Unit in Rs in Kalimpong Art (Yka6) 

Net Income per Household per Unit in Kalimpong Art (Yk3.6) has been 

regressed on education level of worker (XKa10) and percentage of finance mobilisation 

from saving (XKa11). Yk~ was regressed on other variables but no significant 

influences on Yk3.6 were found. 

For Net income per household the regression equation is: 

YK3.6=57201.727*+36388.201 **XKa10-1274.59*XKa1t 

(48971.2) (9291.818) (464.591) 

R2 =0.530** 

The value of R2 is only 53%, which indicate that Xka10 and XKAll, together 

explain only 53% of variation ofYk3{), 47% is unexplained The marginal contribution 

of XKa1o and xKall on Yk3{), keeping other variable fixed are 36388.201 ** and -

1274.59* respectively. The variable XKa10 have the positive impact on Yk~ as 

workers usually use the facilities and amenities in a better manner while XKa11 has 

negative influence on Yk~ due to reasons mentioned earlier. 
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7.2.7 The Summary of Stepwise Regression ofKalimpong Art (Yka) 

The summary of stepwise regression of YKa1 (Total production per unit), YKa2 

(Value Added per unit), YKa3 (Duration of Daily operation of Main Worker per unit), 

YKa 4 (Value ofFixed Capital per unit), YKa5 (Value of Working Capital per unit) and 

YK<l() (Net Income per Household per unit) in Kalimpong Arts are as follows: 

1. YKa1 =1908.722* + 2.006**YKa5 - 1204.459**XKC16 

(6676.192) (0.156) (316.887) 

2. YKa2 =96585.648**+0.717**YKa5-877.241 **XKall 

(27778.649) (0.126) (262.602) 

3. YKa3 =2321.461 **- 22.128**XKa5 

(111.707) (5.396) 

4. YK~ =No Relation 

R2 = 0.910** 

R2 = 0.809** 

~= 0.470** 

R2 =Nil 

5. YKas=65235.8**+0.506**YKa1+4608.247*XKa9+602.407**XKall 

(21982.3) (0.058) (1611.348) (199.295) 

R2 = 0.912** 

6. YK<16=5720 1. 727*+ 36388.201 * *XKa10-1274.59*XKau 

(48971.2) (9291.818) (464.591) 

R2=0.530** 

Figures in the parenthesis are corresponding standard errors and* & ** indicate 

that the parameter are statistically significant at 5%. & 1% level of significance 

respectively 

7.2.8 Optimum Functional Model of Kalimpong Art (Yka) 

Optimum Functional Model of Total production per unit in Rs.( YKa1), Value 

added per unit(Yka2), Duration of daily operation of total worker(Yka3), Value of fixed 

capital asset per unit(Yk~), Value of working capital per unit(Yka5) and Net income of 

the household (Yk<l6) for the Kalimpong arts are as follows: 

1. YKa, = f (YKas, XK<16) 

2. YKa2 = f (YKas, XKa 11 ) 
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3. YKa3 = f (XKas) 

4. YKa4 = no Relation R 2 = nil 

5. YKa5= f (YKa1, XKa9, XKa11) 

6. YKat; = f(XKa10, XKau) 

7.2.9 Correlation Co-efficient Matrix of Kalimpong Art (Yka) 

Tables 7.2.a, b, c, d, e & f depict Correlation Co-efficient Matrix of each 

dependent and its related explanatory variables of Kalimpong Art. 

Table 7.2.a 
YKa1 YKas XKat; 

YKa1 1 
YKas .153 1 
XKat; .282 .465* 1 

Table 7.2.b 

YKaz YKas XKa11 
YKaz 1 
YKas .831 ** 1 
XKau .683** .453* 1 

Table 7.2.c 

YKa3 XKa5 

YKa3 1 
XKas .685** 1 

Table 7.2.d 
I No Relation R2 =NIL 

Table 7.2.e 

YKas YKat XKa9 
YKas 1 
YKa1 .915** 1 
XK~ .715(**) .641(**) 1 
XKa11 .453* .645** -.528(**) 

Table 7.2.f 
YKat; XKa10 XKau 

YKat; 1 
XKa10 .577(**) 1 
XKa11 .359 .139 1 

**Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
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7.3 REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF CARPET WEAVING 

The structural equation has been prepared on annual basis. The nomenclatures 

used in the equation are as follows: 

YCw, Total production per unit (in Rs). 

YCw2 Value added per unit (in Rs ). 

YCw3: Total duration of daily operation of main worker per units. 

YCw4 Value of fixed capital per unit (in Rs). 

YCws Value of working capital per unit (in Rs). 

YCw6 Net income per household (in Rs). 

XCw, Percentage of skilled workers to total workers per unit. 

XCw2 Capacity utilization of all workers as defined by (hours of operation I hours 

the unit should have been operated in optimal condition) x 100. 

XCw3 Standard Mandays as defined by total man-hour worked/8 (taking as standard 

shift hour). 

XCw4 Percentage of work done by part-time workers as define by 

XCws 

XCw6 

XCw1 

XCws 

(Total hour worked by part-time workers/ total hours worked by full-time and 

part-time workers) x 100. 

Percentage of finished products sold to customers 

Percentage of finished products sold to Government 

Percentage of finished products sold to middleman 

Percentage of finished products sold to retailers 

XCw9 Size of unit in terms of employment, 

XCw10 Educational level ofthe workers (in code taking a 5 point scale), 

XCw,, percentage of finance mobilisation from saving, 

XCw12 Percentage of finance mobilisation from customers advance, 

XCw13 Percentage of finance mobilisation from middleman, 

The structural equation explaining several policy variables are obtained from 

least square analysis for woos crafts are given below: 

7.3.1 Total Production per Unit in Rs. in Woolen Carpet Weaving (Ycwt) 

Total production per unit in woolen Carpet Weaving (YCw1) is regressed with 
1 

value of working capital per unit (YCw5). YCw1 has also been regressed with other 
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variable (YCw4, YCw3, YCw2 ... ) but no significant impact was found on YKb1. 

Therefore, variables have been excluded from regression. 

The regression equation so estimated is: 

YCw1 = 26.78.642* + 1646**YCws 

(2061.092) (0.120) 

R2 =0.941** 

It is evident from the equation that R2 is very high, therefore it can be concluded 

that the variable are capable of explaining the variation in Total production per unit in 

carpet weaving. The marginal contribution of YCw5 on YCw1, keeping all other 

variable fixed is 1646**. The explained variation by the above regression equation is 

94.1% of the total variation in YCw1• The explanatory variable YCw5 have the positive 

impact on the dependent variable YCw1 as higher working usually means better quality 

of material leading to higher sale price. 

7.3.2. Value Added per Unit in Rs in Woolen Carpet Weaving (YCw2) 

Value Added per unit in Carpet weaving in Rs (YCw2) has been regressed with 

value of working capital per unit (YCw5), Standard Mandays of the total worker 

(XCw3) and percentage of finished goods sold to retailer (XCws). YCwz was also 

regressed with other variable but no significant influences of these variables were 

found on YCwz. Therefore, these variables were excluded from the regression equation. 

Increasing impact of all the explanatory variables are in conformity with the held 

hypothesis significantly. 

The regression equation so estimated is: 

YCwz=l98.021 *+0.384*YCws+31.155*XCw3 +340.331 **XCws 

(165.316) (0.133) (12.389) (99.729) 

R2=0.884* 

R2 value in the equation is high, and speaks of the efficiency of the right hand 

side variables together is explaining the variation in the carpet weaving. The marginal 

contribution of YCws, XCw3 and XCw8 on YCw2, keeping other variables fixed are 

0.384*, 31.155* and 340.331**respectively. The explained variation by the above 

equation is 88.4% of the total variation in YCw2• The explanatory variable has a 

positive influence. These influences are in conformity with the maintained hypothesis. 
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7.3.3 Total Duration of Daily Operation of Main Workers per Unit in Woolen 

Carpet Weaving (YCw3) 

Total duration of daily operation of main workers per unit (YCw3) was 

regressed on total production per unit (YCw1) and percentage of finance mobilisation 

from customers advance (XCw12). YCw3 was also regressed with other variable but no 

significant influences of these variables were found on YCw3. Therefore, these 

variables were excluded from the regression equation. 

The regression equation so estimated is: 

YCw3 =547.080*+0.04542**YCw1-10.979XCw12 

(255.450) (0.008) (5.852) 

R2 =0.738* 

As reported R2 of the equation is moderately high, thus the independent variable 

moderately explains YCw3. The explained variation by the above equation is 73.8% of 

the total variation of YCw3. The variable YCw1 has a positive impact whereas the 

variable XCw12 has negative impact on YCw3 As the part payment by the customer in 

the form of advance is already done, the artisans usually are less inclined to put more 

daily labour. 

7.3.4 Value of Fixed Capital per Unit in Rs in Woolen Carpet Weaving (YCw4) 

Value of Fixed Capital per Unit in Rs (YCw4) did not show any relation in the 

regression equation. 

7.3.5 Value of Working Capital per Unit in Rs. in Woolen Carpet Weaving (YCws) 

Value of Working Capital per Unit in Carpet Weaving in Rs is regressed on 

total production per unit (YCw1) and percentage of finance mobilisation from saving 

(XCWtt). YCws was also regressed with other variable but no significant influences of 

these variables were found on YCw5• Therefore, these variables were excluded from 

the regression equation. 

The regression equation so estimated is: 

YCws =-674.450**+0.584**YCw1-169.595*XCWtt 

(6989) (0.036) (71.791) 
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The value of R2 is sufficiently high, therefore it can be concluded that the 

explanatory variables are capable of explaining the variation in the value of working 

capital per unit in carpet weaving. 

The marginal contribution of YCw1 and XCw11 on YCw5, keeping other 

variable fixed are 0.584** and -169.595* respectively. The explained variation by the 

above regression is 96% of the total variation on YCw5• The role of individual 

explanatory variable is conveyed by the co-efficient associated with it and though the 

increasing impact of production is in conformity with the held hypothesis. The decrease 

impact is contrary to the hypothesis as mentioned in earlier cases. 

7.3.6 Net Income of Household per Unit in Woolen Carpet Weaving (YCw6) 

Net Income per Household in Carpet Weaving, (YCw6) has been regressed on 

percentage of finished goods sold to customers (XCw5). YCw6 was also regressed with 

other variable but no significant influences of these variables were found on YCw6. 

Therefore, these variables were excluded from the regression equation. 

For Net Income per Household the regression equation so estimated is: 

YCw6 =42503.176**-580.885**XCw5 

(2410.703) (182.83) 

R2=0.457** 

The reported R2 is only .457 which means that it is moderately successful in 

explaining the variation in YCw6 , though 54.3 percent remains unexplained. The 

marginal contribution of XCw5 on YCw6, keeping other variable fixed is equals -

580.885**. The explained variation by the above regression is 45.7% of the total 

variation in YCw6. It shows that percentage of goods sold to the customers have a 

negative impact on the net income of the household because many regular customer 

usually pay advances for their purchase and hence pay low rate for the product. 

7 .3. 7 The Summary of Stepwise Regression of Woolen Carpet Weaving (YCw) 

The summary of stepwise regression ofYCw1 (Total production per unit), YCw 

2 (Value Added per unit of output), YCw3 (Duration of Daily operation of Main Worker 

per unit), YCw4 (Value of Fixed Capital per unit in Rs), YCw5 (Value of Working 
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Capital per unit in Rs.) and YCw6 (Net Income Per Household per unit in Rs.) in Carpet 

weaving are as follows: 

1. YCwt = 26.78.642* + 1646**YCw5 

(2061.092) (0.120) 

R2 = 0.941 ** 

2. YCw2=198.021 *+0.384*YCw5+31.155*XCw3 +340.331 **XCw8 

(165.316) (0.133) (12.389) (99.729) 

R2 = 0.884* 

3. YCw3 =54 7 .080*+0.04542 * * YCw 1-l 0. 979XCw12 

(255.450) (0.008) (5.852) 

4. YCw4 = no relation 

R2 = nil 

5. YCws =-674.450**+0.584**YCwi-169.595*XCwtl 

(6989) (0.036) (71.791) 

R2 =0.960** 

6. YCw6 =42503.176**-580.885**XCw5 

(2410.703) (182.83) 

R2 
= 0.457** 

Figures in the parenthesis are corresponding standard errors and* & **indicate 

that the parameter are statistically significant at 5%. & 1% level of significance 

respectively. 

7.3.8 Optimum Functional Model of Woolen Carpet Weaving (YCw) 

Optimum functional model of Total production per unit.( YCw1), Value added 

per unit(YCw2), Duration of daily operation of total worker(YCw3), Value of fixed 

capital asset per unit(YCw4), Value of working capital per unit(YCw5) and Net income 

of the household (YCw6) for the Carpet weaving are as follows: 

1. YCwt = f (YCws) 

2. YCw2 = f (YCws, XCw3XCw8,) 

3. YCw3 = f(YCw1) 

4. YCw4 =no relation 

5. YCws= f(YCw1, XCw11) 

6. YCw6 = f (XCws) 
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7.3.9 Correlation Co-Efficient Matrix of woolen Carpet Weaving (YCw6) 

Tables 7.3.a, b, c, d, e & f depict Correlation Co-efficient Matrix of each 

dependent and its related explanatory variables of Carpet weaving. 

Table 7.3.a 
YCw1 YCws 

YCw1 1 
YCws .970** 1 

Table 7.3. b 

YCwz YCws XCw3 

YCwz 1 

YCws .841 ** 1 

XCw3 .780** .775** 1 

XCws -.178 -.162 -.273 

Table 7.3. c 
YCw3 YCw1 

YCw3 1 

YCw1 .809** 1 

Table 7.3. d 

I YCw4= Nil I R2 =No relation 

Table 7.3. e 

YCws YCw1 XCw11 

YCws 1 

YCw1 .970** 1 
XCWjj .289 .202 1 

Table 7.3.f 

YCw6 XCws 
YCw6 1 
XCws .676** 1 

**Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 

XCw8 

1 

7.4 REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF YATHA WEAVING 

The structural equation has been prepared on annual basis. The nomenclatures 

used in the equation are as follows: 

YYw1 Total production per unit (in Rs). 
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YYWl 

YYw3 

YYw 4 

YYws 

YYw6 

XYWJ 

XYw2 

Value added per unit (in Rs). 

Total duration of daily operation of main workers per units 

Value of fixed capital per unit (in Rs). 

Value of working capital per unit (in Rs). 

Net income per household (in Rs). 

Percentage of skilled workers to total workers per unit. 

Capacity utilization of all workers as defined by (hours of operation/hours the 

unit should have operated in optimal condition) x 100. 

Standard Mandays as defined by total man-hour worked/8 (taking as standard 

shift hour). 

Percentage of share work done by part-time workers as define by (total hour 

worked by part-time workers/ total hours worked by full-time and part-time 

workers) x 1 00. 

XYws Percentage of finished products sold to customers. 

XYw6 Percentage of finished products sold to Government. 

XYw7 Percentage of finished products sold to middleman. 

XYw8 Percentage of finished products sold to retailers. 

XYw9 Size of unit in terms of employment. 

XYw10 Educational level ofthe workers (in code taking a 5 point scale). 

XYw11 Percentage of finance mobilisation from saving. 

XYw12 Percentage of finance mobilisation from customers advance. 

X13 Percentage of finance mobilisation from middleman. 

The structural equation explaining several policy variables are obtained from 

least square analysis for woos crafts are given below: 

7.4.1. Total Production per Unit in Rs in Yatha Weaving (Yyw1) 

Total production per unit in Yatha weaving (YYw1) has been regressed on 

Value of working capital per unit (YYw5) and percentage of finance mobilisation from 

the middleman (XYw13). YYw1 was also regressed with other variable like YYw2, 

YYw3, XYw11, YYw12 ... etc. But, no significant influence has been found on YYwJ. 

Therefore, regressions with other variables were excluded from the regression 

equation. 
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For the Total production per unit the regression equation so fitted is: 

YYw, = -253.920* +1.673**YYw5 + 41.080**XYwi3 

(664.110) (0.021) (9.075) 

R2 = 0.999** 

It is evident from the equation that R2 being close to one depicts that the policy 

variables conclusively explain the dependent variable in conformity with the 

maintained hypothesis. The explained variation by the above regression equation is 

99.9% of the total variation in YYw1.The role of individual explanatory variable is 

conveyed by the co-efficient associated with them. The variable YYws and XYw13 have 

positive influence on YYw1 with high magnitude. 

7.4.2 Value Added per Unit in Yatha Weaving (YYw2) 

Value Added per unit in Yatha weaving (YYw2) has been regressed on value of 

working capital per unit (YYw5). The regression with other variable did not show 

significant impact on YYw2 therefore the variables have been excluded from the 

regression equation. For the value added per unit of output in Yatha weaving the 

regression equation so fitted is: 

YYwz =1972.805*+0.641 **YYw5 

(919.671) (0.040) 

R2=0.977** 

It is evident from the equation that R2 is sufficiently high i.e. .977 and this 

independent variable explains the dependent variable. The marginal contribution of 

value added per unit of output (YYw5) on YYw2, keeping other variable fixed is 

0.641 *. The explained variation by the regression equation is 97.7 % of the total 

variation in YYwz. YYw5 has a positive impact on YYw2 moreover the unit rate of 

increase is very low i.e. 0.641 

7.4.3 Total Duration of Daily Operation of Main Workers per Unit in Yatha 

Weaving (YYw3) 

Total Duration ofDaily operation of Main Workers per unit in Yatha weaving 

(YYw3) has been regressed on Value Added per unit (YYw2) and percentage of 

finished goods sold to middleman (Xyw7 ). 
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For the Duration of daily operation of worker the regression equation is: 

YYw3 =228.565*+0.0489**YYw2+4.155*XYw7 

(118.650) (0.007) (1.688) 

R2=0.899** 

R2 value in the equation is high, and speaks of the efficiency of the right hand 

side variables together is explaining the variation in the Y atha weaving. 

The marginal contribution of YYw2 and XYw7 on YYw3, keeping other 

variables fixed are 0.489** and 4.155* respectively. The explained variation by the 

above equation is 89.9% ofthe total variation in YYw3. Both the explanatory variable 

has a positive influence. These influences are in conformity with the maintained 

hypothesis. However the higher magnitude of the impact ofXYw7 is due to the fact that 

this assures payment only at the completion of the jobs. 

7.4.4 Value of Fixed Capital per Unit in Rs in Yatha Weaving (YYw4) 

YYw4= no relation 

7.4.5 Value of Working Capital per Unit in Rs in Yatha Weaving (YYw5) 

Value of working capital per unit in Yatha weaving (YYw5) has been regressed 

on total production per unit (in Rs) (YYw1) and percentage of finance mobilisation 

from middleman (YYw13). YYw5 was also regressed with other variable but no 

significant influences of these variables were found on YYw5• Therefore, these 

variables were excluded from the regression equation. 

For Value of Working Capital per Unit the regression equation so estimated is: 

YYws = 170.105**+0.597**YYw1-24.654**XYwl3 

(39.53) (0.007) (5.327) 

R2=0.999** 

The value of R2 is sufficiently high in this equation depicts that the variable 

have provided a good fit for the relevant dependent variable. 

The marginal contribution of YYw1and XYw13on YYw5, keeping other 

variable fixed are 0.597** and -24.654** respectively. The explained variable YYw5 

have positive impact on YYw5 whereas the variable XYw13 has a negative impact on 

YYws.This decreasing impact of XYw13 could be explained by the facts that middle 
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man mainly finance in the form of raw materials and they are usually of lower quality 

hence low investment on working capital 

7.4.6 Net Income per Household per Unit in Rs in Yatha Weaving (YYw6) 

Net income per household per unit in Yatha weaving (YYw6) has been 

regressed with education in level of the worker (XYw10). YYw6 was also regressed 

with other variable, but no significant impact was found. Therefore, this regression has 

been excluded from the regression equation. 

For the Net income of the household the regression equation so fitted is: 

YYw6 =1133.333*+22633.333*XYww 

(949.8) (12221.740) 

R2=0.364* 

The value of R2 is only .364 which indicates that the explanatory variable 

XYww explain only 36.6% of YYw6 and 63.6 significantly high percentage remains 

unexplained. 

The marginal contribution of XYw10 on YYw6, keeping other variable fixed is 

22633.333*. The explanatory variable influence positively and with high magnitude as 

educated worker are better informed and are in a better position to manipulate the 

facilities and amenities to better overall income. 

7.4.7 Summary of Stepwise Regression ofYatha Weaving (YYw) 

The Summary of Stepwise Regression of YYw1 (Total production per unit), 

YYw2 (Value Added per unit), YYw3 (Duration of Daily operation of Main Worker per 

unit), YYw4 (Value of Fixed Capital per unit in Rs), YYw5 (Value of Working Capital 

per unit in Rs.) and YYw6 (Net Income per Household per unit in Rs.) in Yatha 

weaving are as follows: 

1. YYw1 = -253.920* +1.673**YYw5 + 41.080**XYwl3 

2. 

3. 

4. 

(664.110) (0.021) (9.075) 

YYw2 = 1972.805*+0.641 **YYw5 

(919.671) (0.040) 

YYw3 = 228.565*+0.0489**YYw2+4.155*XYw7 

(118.650) (0.007) (1.688) 

YYw4 =NO Relation 
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R2=Nil 



5. YYw5 = 170.105**+0.597**YYw1-24.654**XYwu 

(39.53) (0.007) (5.327) 

6. YYw6 =1133.333*+22633.333*XYw!O 

(949.8) (12221.740) 

Figures in the parenthesis are corresponding standard errors and* & ** indicate 

that the parameter are statistically significant at 5%. & 1% level of significance 

respectively 

7.4.8 Optimum Functional Model ofYatha Weaving (YYw) 

Optimum functional model of Total production per unit (YYw1), Value added 

per unit (YYw2), Duration of daily operation of total worker (YYw3), Value of fixed 

capital asset per unit (YYw4), Value of working capital per unit (YYws) and Net 

income of the household (YYw6) for the Yatha weaving are as follows: 

1. YYw1= f (YYw5, XYw13) 

2. YYwz= f(YYws) 

3. YYw3= f(YYwz, XYw7) 

4. YYw4 = No Relation 

5. YYws = f (YYw,, XYw13) 

6 YYw6= f(XYwl) 

7.4.9 Correlation Co-Efficient Matrix ofYatha Weaving (YYw) 

Tables 7.4.a, b, c, d, e & f depict Correlation Co-efficient Matrix of each 

dependent and its related explanatory variables of Y atha weaving. 

Table 7.4.a 

YYw1 YYw5 XYw13 
YYw1 1 
YYws .998** 1 
XYw13 .292 .343 1 

Table 7.4. b 

Yywz YYws 
YYwz 1 

YYws .989** 1 
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Table 7.4. c 
YYw3 YYwz XYw1 

YYw3 1 

YYwz .881 ** 1 

XYw1 .108 -.285 1 

Table 7.4. d 

1 No Relation 

Table 7.4. e 
YYws YYw1 XYw13 

YYws 1 

YYw1 .998** 1 
XYw13 .343 .292 1 

Table 7.4.f 

YYw6 XYw1 

YYw6 1 

XYw1 (a) 1 
**Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 

7.5 REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF KALIMPONG BAGS 

The structural equation has been prepared on annual basis. The nomenclatures 

used in the equation are as follows 

YK.b1 Total production per unit (in Rs). 

YKb2 Value added per unit (in Rs ). 

YKb3: Total duration of daily operation of main workers per units in hours. 

YKb4 Value of fixed capital per unit (in Rs). 

YKb5
: Value ofworking capital per unit (in Rs). 

YKb6: Net income per household (in Rs). 

XKb1 Percentage of skilled workers to total workers per unit. 

XKb2 Capacity utilization of all workers as defined by (hours of operation /hours the 

unit should have operated in optimal condition) x 100. 

XKb3 Standard Mandays as defined by total man-hour worked/8 (taking as standard 

shift hour). 
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XKb4 Percentage ofwork done by part-time workers as define by (total hour worked 

by part-time workers/ total hour worked by full-time and part-time workers) x 

100. 

XKb5 Percentage of finished products sold to customers 

XKb6 Percentage of finished products sold to Government 

XKb7 Percentage of finished products sold to middleman 

XKbs Percentage of finished products sold to retailers 

XKb9 Size of unit in terms of employment. 

XKbw Educational level of the workers (in code taking a 5 point scale). 

XKb11 Percentage of finance mobilisation from saving. 

XKb12 Percentage of finance mobilisation from customers advance. 

XKb13 Percentage of finance mobilisation from middleman. 

The structural equation explaining several policy variables are obtained from 

least square analysis for Kalimpong bags_are given below: 

7.5.1 Total Production per Unit in Rs in Kalimpong Bags (YKbt) 

Total production per unit (YKb1) has been regressed on value of working capital 

per unit (Ykb5) and the standard Mandays of the worker (Xkb3). YKb1 has also been 

regressed with other variable (Ykb4, Ykb3, Ykb4 ..••• ) but no significant impact was 

found on YKb1. Therefore, variables have been excluded from regression. 

The regression equation so estimated is: 

YKb1 = 14388.209*+ 1.005**YKb5 +52.314*XKb3 

3164.063) (0.140) (923.227) 

R2 = 0.929** 

R2 value is sufficiently high in the equation, which depicts explanatory variable 

have provided a good fit for the relevant dependent variables The marginal 

contribution of YKb5 and XKb3 on Ykb1, keeping other variable fixed are 1.005** and 

52.314* respectively. The explained variation by the above regression is 92.9% of the 

total variation in Ykb1. Both the explanatory variables (YKb5 and XKb3) are in 

conformity with the held hypothesis and have a positive impact on YKb 1• 
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7.5.2 Value Added Per Unit of Output in Kalimpong Bags (YKb2) 

Value added per unit in Kalimpong bags (YKb2) has been regressed on value of 

working capital per unit (Ykb5) and standard Mandays of the total worker (Xkb3). 

The regression equation so estimated is: 

YKB2 = 4066.898*+0.488**YKb5+38.445**XKb3 

(2934.948) (0.079) (13.201) 

R2=0.923** 

The reported R2is sufficiently high in explaining the variation. The explained 

variation by the above equation is 92.3% of the total variation of Ykbz. Both the 

explanatory variable in the equation have a positive impact on Ykb2• 

The marginal contribution of YKb5 and Xkb3 on Ykbz, keeping all other 

variable fixed are 0.488** and 38.445** respectively. It is found the influence of 

explanatory variable Xkb3 has the decisive influence than the variable YKb5• 

7 .5.3. Total Duration of Daily Operation by Main Workers per Unit in Rs in 

Kalimpong Bags (YKb3) 

Total duration of daily operation by main workers per unit in Kalimpong Bags 

(YKb3) has been regressed on value added per unit (YKb2) and percentage of work 

done by part-time worker to total worker per unit (XKb4). Ykb3 has also been regressed 

with other variable, but no significant influence of these variables has been found. 

Therefore, these variables have been excluded from the regression equation. 

The regression equation so fitted is: 

YKb3=1520.961 **+0.0249**YKbz-15.110**XKb4 

(205.408) (0.005) (4.429) 

R2 =0.592** 

The reported R2 is only .592**. It is moderately successful in explaining the 

variation in Ykb3 as 40.8% remain unexplained. The explained variation by the 

regression is 59.2% of the total variation on Ykb3. 

The marginal contribution of YKb2 and XKb3, keeping other variable fixed are 

0.0249** and -15.110** respectively. The variable Ykb2 have the positive impact 

while the variable XKb4 has negative impact on Ykb3. 
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7 .5.4 Value of Fixed Capital per Unit in Kalimpong Bags (Ykb4) 

YKb4 =no relation R2 =Nil 

7.5.5 Value of Working Capital per Unit in Kalimpong Bags (YKbs) 

Value ofworking capital per unit in Kalimpong bags (YKb5) has been regressed 

on total production per unit (YKb1), percentage of contribution of part-time worker to 

total worker per unit (XKb4), size of unit in terms of employment(XK~)and the 

percentage of finance mobilisation from saving(XKb11). The regression with other 

variables did not show any significant influence on YKb5. Therefore, these variables 

have been excluded from the regression equation. 

For the value of working capital the regression equation so estimated is: 

YKb5=-26704**+0.557**YKb1-356.486**XKb4 +12150.941 **XKb9 

(5089.887) (0.05) (54.578) (2603.3) 

+ 119.97*XKbll 

(52.609) 

R2=0.975** 

R2 being sufficiently high in this equation upholds that the independent 

variables are capable of explaining the dependent variable in conformity with the 

maintained hypothesis. The explained variation by the above equation is 97.5% of the 

total variation in YKb5• The marginal contribution of YKb1, XKb4, XKb9 and XKbu 

on YKb5, keeping other variable fixed are 0.557**, -356.486**, 12150.941** and 

119.97* respectively. The variables YKb1. XKb9 and XKb11 have positive influence 

whereas the variable XKb4 have a negative influence on YKbs. The role of the 

individual explanatory variable is conveyed by the co-efficient associated with them. 

7.5.6 Net Income of the Household per Unit in Kalimpong Bags (YKb6) 

Net income of the household per unit in the Kalimpong bags (Ykb6) has been 

regressed on the percentage of finished goods sold to middleman (XKb7) and education 

level of the workers (XKb1o). YKb6 has also been regressed with other variables, but no 

significant impact was found on YKb6. Therefore, these variables have been excluded 

from the regression equation. 
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The regression equation so fitted is: 

YKb6 =29973.160*-348.922*XKb7+ 15121.178*XKbto 

(19673) (156.271) (5874.328) 

R2 =0.344* 

The value of R2 is only .344* which indicates that the explanatory variable 

XKb10 and XKb7, together explain only 34.4% ofYkb6, 65.6% remain unexplained. 

The marginal contribution of explanatory variable XKb7and XKb10 on YKb6, 

keeping other variable fixed are -348.922* and 15121.178* respectively. The role of 

the individual explanatory variable is conveyed by the co-efficient associated with 

them. It is seen that the XKb 10 has positive influence because the education facilitate 

the working process, explore and pronounce market situation bringing about a change 

in improve technique, skill and knowledge require in the manufacturing the crafts 

product. 

7.5.7 Summary of Stepwise Regression ofKalimpong Bags (YKb) 

The summary of stepwise regression of YKb1 (Total production per units), 

YKbz (Value Added per unit), YKb3 (Duration of Daily operation of Main Worker per 

unit), YKb4 (Value of Fixed Capital per unit in Rs), YKb5 (Value of Working Capital 

per unit in Rs.) and YKb6 (Net Income per Household per unit in Rs.) in Kalimpong 

Bags are as follows: 

1. YKbt = 14388.209*+1.005**YKb5 +52.314*XKb3 

3164.063) (0.140) (923.227) 

2. YKBz = 4066.898*++0.488**YKb538.445**XKb3 

(2934.948) (0.079) (13.201) 

3. YKb3 = 1520.961 **+0.0249**YKb2-15.110**XKb4 

(205.408) (0.005) (4.429) 

4. YKb4 = no relation 
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5. YKb5 = 26704** +0.557**YKb1-356.486**XKb4+ 12150.941 **XKb9 

(5089.887 (0.05)) (54.578) (2603.3) 

+ 119 .97*XKbii 

(52.609) 

R2 = 0.975** 

6. YKb6 =29973.160*-348.922*XKb7+ 15121.178*XKblO 

(19673) (156.271) (5874.328) 

Figures in the parenthesis are corresponding standard errors and* & ** indicate 

that the parameter are statistically significant at 5%. & 1% level of significance 

respectively 

7.5.8 Optimum Functional Model ofKalimpong Bags (YKb) 

Optimum functional model of Total production per unit( YKb1), Value added 

per unit(YKbz), Duration of daily operation of main worker(YKb3), Value of fixed 

capital asset per unit(YKb4), Value of working capital per unit(YKbs) and Net income 

of the household (YKb6) for the Kalimpong Bags are as follows: 

1. YKb 1 = f (YKbs, XKb3) 

2. YKb2= f (YKbs, XKb3) 

3. YKb3= f (YKbz, XKb4) 

4. YKb4 = No relation 

5. YKbs = f(YKb1, XKb4, XKb9, XKb11) 

6. YKb6= f (XKb1, XKb10) 

7.5.9 Correlation Co-Efficient Matrix ofKalimpong Bags (YKb) 

Tables 7.5.a, b, c, d, e & f depict Correlation Co-efficient Matrix of each 

dependent and its related explanatory variables of Kalimpong bag. 

Tables 7.5.a 
YKb1 YKbs XKb3 

YKb1 1 

YKbs .956** 1 

XKb3 .873** .564** 1 
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Tables 7.5.b 

YKb2 YKbs XKb3 

YKb2 1 

YKbs .945** 1 

XKb3 .889** .842** 1 

Tables7.5.c 
YKb3 YKb2 XKb4 

YKb3 1 

YKb2 .813** 1. 

XKb4 .349 .177 1 

Tables 7.5. d 
j YKb4 =no relation R2 

Tables 7.5. e 

YKbs YKb1 XKb4 XKb<) 

YKbs 1 

YKb1 .956** 1 

XKb4 .078 .237 1 

XKb9 .815** .815** .511** 1 

XKb11 .074 -.009 .152 .119 

Tables 7.5. f 
YKb6 XKb1 XKbto 

YKb6 1 

XKb1 .383 1 

XKb10 .442* .005 1 

**Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 

XKb11 

1 

7.6 REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF BAMBOO CRAFTS (YBc) 

The structural equation has been prepared on annual basis. The nomenclatures 

used in the equation are as follows 

YBc1 Total Production per unit (in Rs). 

YBc2 Value added per unit (in Rs ). 
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YBc3 Total duration of daily operation of main worker per units. 

YBc4 Value of fixed capital per unit (in Rs). 

YBcs Value of working capital per unit (in Rs). 

YBc6 Net income per household (in Rs). 

XBct Percentage of skilled workers to total workers per unit. 

XBc2 Capacity utilization of all workers as defined by (hours of operation/hours the 

unit should have operated in optimal condition) x 100. 

XBc3 Standard Mandays as defined by total man-hour worked/8 (taking as standard 

shift hour). 

XBc4 Percentage of work done by part-time workers as define by (total hour worked 

by part-time workers/ total hours worked by full-time and part-time workers) 

X 100. 

XBcs 

XBc8 

XBc9 

XBcto 

XBCtt 

XBc12 

XBc13 

Percentage of finished products sold to Customers. 

Percentage of finished products sold to Government. 

Percentage of finished products sold to Middleman. 

Percentage of finished products sold to Retailers. 

Size of unit in terms of Employment. 

Educational level of the workers (in code taking a 5 point scale). 

percentage of finance mobilisation from Saving. 

Percentage of finance mobilisation from Customers advance. 

Percentage of finance mobilisation from Middleman. 

The structural equation explaining several policy variables are obtained from 

least square analysis for Bamboo craft_are given below: 

7.6.1 Total Production per Unit in Rs in Bamboo Craft (YBc1) 

Total production per unit in Bamboo craft (YBc1) has been regressed on the 

duration of the daily operation of the main workers per unit (YBc3), value of fixed 

capital per unit (YBc4) and value of working capital per unit (YBc5). The regression 

equation so estimated is: 

YBc, = -5197.879*+5.460**YBc3+27.048** YBc4 +2.216** YBcs 

(2730.596) (1.396) (9.623) (0.300) 

R2=0.817** 
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The R2 being high in the equation explains the variation by the equation is 87.1% 

ofthe total variation in YBc1• The marginal contribution of YBc3, YBc4 and YBcs on 

YBc1, keeping other variable fixed are 5.460**, 27.048** and 2.216** respectively. All 

the explanatory variables in the equation have positive impact on YBc2. 

7.6.2 Value Added per Unit in Rs. in Bamboo Craft (YBc2) 

Value added per unit in Bamboo craft (YBc2) has been regressed with duration 

of daily operation of main workers per unit (YBc3), working capital per unit (YBcs) and 

the capacity utilisation of the all workers per unit (XBc2). YBc2 was also regressed with 

other variables, but no significant impact was found. Therefore, these variables have 

been excluded from the regression equation. 

The regression equation so fitted is: 

YBc2 =-2489.903*+5.898** YBc3+ 1.789* YBc5+ 105.734* XBc2 

(2787.144) (1.336) (0.313) (58.984) 

R2 =0.713** 

R2 value is moderately high in the equation indicating that dependent variables 

are in conformity with the maintained hypothesis. 

The marginal contribution of YBc3, YBc5 and XBc2 on YBc2, keeping other 

variable are fixed are 5.898**, 1.789* and 105.734* respectively. The explained 

variation by the above equation is 71.3% of the total variation in YBc2. The entire 

explanatory variable in the equation have positive impact on YBc2. The rate of 

individual explanatory variable is conveyed by the co-efficient associated with them. 

The magnitude of XBc2 is very high compared to other variables as such it's influence 

is significantly high on YBc2. 

7.6.3 Total Duration of Daily Operation of the Main Workers in Bamboo Craft 

(YBc3) 

Total duration of daily operation of the main worker in Bamboo craft (YBc3) 

has been regressed on value added per unit of output (YBc2)and percentage of finished 

goods sold to other agency (XBc8). The regression equation so fitted is: 

YBc3 =330.158**+0.05942** YBc2-10.388** XBcs 

(106.217) (0.007) (2.373) 
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The value of R2 is moderately depicting the explained variation in the above 

regression equation as only 61.8% of the total variation in YBc3 is explained here. 

The contribution of the regressed variable YBc2 and XBcsin the equation 

keeping other variable fixed are 0.05942** and -1 0.388** respectively. It is found that 

XBcs has negative impact on8 has negative impact on YBc3 while the explanatory 

variable YBc2 has a positive impact on YBc3 with low magnitude. 

7.6.4 Value of Fixed Capital per Unit in Bamboo Craft (YBc4) 

Value of fixed capital per unit in Bamboo craft (YBc4) was regressed on the 

total production per unit (YBc1), percentage of skilled workers to total worker per unit 

(XBc1) and percentage of goods sold to middleman (XBc7). 

The regression so estimated is: 

YBc4 =188.473**+0.006709**YBc1+0.729*XBc1+0.587*XBc7 

(31.633) (0.001) (0.218) (0.218) 

R2 =0.654** 

R2 in the equation is moderate with value .654**. Thus percentage explained in 

the above equation is 65.4% of the total variation in YBc4. 

The marginal contribution of the explanatory variables YBc 1, XBc 1 and XBc7 on 

YBc4, keeping other variable fixed are 0.006709**, 0.729* and 0.587* respectively. 

The rate of individual explanatory variable is conveyed by the co-efficient associated 

with them. It is found that the entire regressed variable in the equation has a positive 

impact on YBc4. 

7.6.5 The Value of Working Capital per Unit in Bamboo Craft (YBc5) 

The value of working capital in Bamboo craft (YBc5) has been regressed on 

total production per unit (YBc1) and percentage of goods sold to retailer (XBcs). The 

other variables have been excluded from the regression equation, as it did not show any 

significant influence on YBc5• 

The estimated regression equation for value of working capital per unit m 

Bamboo craft is: 

YBcs =226.429*+0.162** YBc1+22.500** XBcs 

(39.798) (0.021) (8.698) 

R2 =0.640** 
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The value of R2 is moderate depicting the variable have provided a moderately 

good fit for the relevant dependent variable The marginal contribution of YBc1 and 

XBcs, keeping other variable fixed are 0.162** and 22.500** respectively .Both the 

explanatory variable shows a positive influence on YBc5. The variable XBcs has the 

increasing impact than the variable YBc1 is in conformity with the maintained 

hypothesis 

7.6.6 Net Income of the Household in Bamboo Craft (YBc6) 

Net income of the household in the Bamboo craft (YBc6) has been regressed on 

standard man-days of total worker per unit (XBc3) and the percentage of goods sold to 

retailer (XBcs). 

The regression equation so estimated is: 

YBc6 =916.558*+8.472**XBc3+41394**XBcs 

(712.4) (2.579) (10.975) 

R2 =0.358* 

The value of R2 is only .358* which depicts that XBc3 and XBcs together 

explain only 35.8% of the YBc6, 64.2% remain unexplained. The explanatory variables 

show a positive influence on YBc6. The rate of individual explanatory variable is 

conveyed by the co-efficient associated with them. 

7.6.7 Summary of Stepwise Regression of Bamboo Craft (YBc) 

The summary of stepwise regression ofYBc1 (Total production per units), YBc2 

(Value Added per unit), YBc3 (Total duration of Daily operation of Main Workers per 

unit), YBc4 (Value of Fixed Capital per unit in Rs), YBc5 (Value of Working Capital 

per unit in Rs.) and YBc6 (Net Income Per Household per unit in Rs.) in Bamboo craft 

are as follows: 

1. YBc1 = -5197.879*+5.460**YBc3+27.048** YBc4 +2.216** YBcs 

(2730.596) (1.396) (9.623) (0.300) 

R2= 0.817** 

2. YBc2 =-2489.903*+5.898** YBc3+1.789* YBc5+105.734* XBc2 

(2787.144) (1.336) (0.313) (58.984) 

R2 = 0.713** 
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3. YBc3 =330.158**+0.05942** YBc2-10.388** XBc8 

(106.217) (0.007) (2.373) 

4. YBc4=188.473**+0.006709**YBc1+0.729*XBc1+0.587*XBc7 

(31.633) (0.001) (0.218) (0.218) 

R2 = 0.654** 

5. YBcs =226.429*+0.162** YBc1+22.500** XBcs 

(39.798) (0.021) (8.698) 

R2 =0.640** 

6. YBc6 =916.558*+8.472**XBc3+41394**XBcs 

(712.4) (2.579) (10.975) 

R2 = 0.358* 

Figures in the parenthesis are corresponding standard errors and* & **indicate 

that the parameter are statistically significant at 5%. & 1% level of significance 

respectively 

7.6.8 Optimum Functional Model of Bamboo Craft (YBc) 

Optimum functional model of Total production per unit.(YBc 1), Value added 

per unit(YBc2), Total duration of daily operation of main worker(YBc3), Value of fixed 

capital asset per unit (YBc4), Value of working capital per unit(YBc5) and Net income 

of the household per unit (YBc6) for the Bamboo crafts are as follows: 

1. YBc1 = f (YBc3, YBc4, YBcs) 

2. YBc2 = f (YBc3, YBcs, XBc2) 

3. YBc3 = f (YBc2,XBcs) 

4. YBc4 = f(YBc~, XBc~, XBc7) 

5. YBcs = f (YBc1, XBcs) 

6. YBc6 = f (XBc3, XBcs) 

7.6.9 Correlation Co-efficient Matrix of Bamboo Craft (YBc) 

Tables 7.6.a, b, c, d, e & f depict Correlation Co-efficient Matrix of each 

dependent and its related explanatory variables of Bamboo craft. 
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Tables 7 .6.a 

YBc1 YBc3 YBc4 YBcs 

YBc1 1 

YBc3 .705** 1 

YBc4 .731** .512** 1 

YBcs .769** .386** .485** 1 

Tables 7 .6.b 

YBc2 YBc3 YBcs XBc2 

YBc2 1 

YBc3 .686** 1 

YBcs .700** .419** 1 

XBc2 .554** .531 ** 353(**) 1 

Tables 7.6. c 

YBc3 YBc2 XBcs 

YBc3 1 

YBc2 .686** 1 

XBcs .082 .393** 1 

Tables 7.6. d 

YBc4 YBc1 XBc1 XBc1 

YBc4 1 

YBc1 .731 ** 1 

XBc1 .922** .180 1 

XBc7 .419** .187 .224 1 

Tables 7.6.e 

YBcs YBc1 XBcs 

YBcs 1 

YBc1 .769** 1 

XBcs .458** .341 * 1 
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Tables 7.6 .f 

YBc6 XBc3 XBcs 

YBc6 1 

XBc3 .248 1 

XBcs .387** .104 1 

** Correlation is significant at the 0.0 I level (2-tailed). 
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 

7.7.0 REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF WOOD CRAFT 

The structural equation has been prepared on annual basis. The nomenclatures 

used in the equation are as follows 

YWc1 Total Production per unit (in Rs). 

YWc2 Value added per unit (in Rs). 

YWc3 Total Duration of daily operation of main worker per units. 

YWc4 Value of fix capital per unit (in Rs). 

YWcs Value of working capital per unit (in Rs). 

YWc6 Net income per household (in Rs). 

XWc1 Percentage of skilled workers to total workers per unit. 

XW c2 Capacity utilization of all workers as defined by (hours of operation/hours the 

unit should have operated in optimal condition) x 100. 

XWc3 Standard Mandays as defined by total man-hour worked/8 (taking as standard 

shift hour). 

XWc4 Percentage of work done by part-time workers as define by (total hour worked 

by part-time workers/ total hours worked by full-time and part-time workers) 

X 100. 

XW cs Percentage of finished products sold to customers. 

XWc6 Percentage of finished products sold to Government. 

XWc7 Percentage of finished products sold to middleman. 

XWcs Percentage of finished products sold to retailers. 

XWcg Size ofunit in terms of employment. 

XWc10 Educational level ofthe workers (in code taking a 5 point scale). 

XW c 11 percentage of finance mobilisation from saving. 

XWc12: Percentage of finance mobilisation from customers advance. 

XWc13 Percentage of finance mobilisation from middleman. 
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The structural equation explaining several policy variables are obtained from 

least square analysis for woos crafts are given below: 

7.7.1 Total Production per Unit in Rs. in Wood Craft (YWc1) 

Total production per unit in woodcraft (YWc6) has been regressed on value of 

working capital per unit (YWc5), percentage of skilled worker to total worker (XWc1) 

and standard Mandays per unit of worker (XWc3). YWc1 was also regressed with other 

variable, but no significant impact was found. Therefore, these variables have been 

excluded from the regression equation. 

The regression equation so estimated is 

YWc1 = -51139.4*+1.819 *YWc5 +469.391 ** XWct+98.719** XWc3 

(19965.025) (0.276) (162.300) (17.663) 

R2 =0.893** 

As the reported R2 of this equation is high enough, it indicates the efficiency of 

the right hand side variable YWc5, XWc3 and XWc1 in explaining the variation in 

YWc1 high. 

The marginal contribution of YWc5, XWc1 and XWc3 on YWc1, keeping other 

variable fixed are 1.819 *, 469.391 ** and 98.719** respectively. The explained 

variation by the above regression is 89.3% of the total variation in YWc1. All the 

explanatory variable in the equation have positive impact on dependent variable with a 

high magnitude specially for percentage of skilled worker and Mandays worked. 

7.7.1 Value Added per Unit in Rs. in Wood Craft (YWc2) 

Value added per unit in Woodcraft (YWc2) has been regressed with total 

duration of daily operation of all workers (YWc3) and percentage of finished goods 

sold to middleman (XWc7), other variables were excluded from the study because no 

significant impact was found on YWc2. 

The regression equation so fitted is: 

YWc2 = -11922.2*+25.268** YWc3-236.666* XWc7 

(5526.476) (2.434) (91.233) 

R2 = 0.800** 

The value of R2 is high. Therefore, it can be concluded that the explanatory 

variables are capable of explaining the variation in value added per unit in woodcraft. 
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The marginal contribution ofYWc3 and XWc7 on YWc2, keeping other variable 

fixed are 25.268** and -236.666 respectively. The variable YWc3 has a positive impact 

whereas the variable XWc7 has negative impact on YWc2, as the middleman pay lowest 

rate for output 

7.7.2 Total Duration of Daily Operation of Main Workers in Wood Craft (YWc2) 

Total duration of daily operation of main workers in Woodcraft (YWc3) has 

been regressed on the total production per unit (YWc1) and percentage of finished 

goods sold to middleman (XW c7 ). YW c3 was also regressed with other variable, but no 

significant impact was found on YWc3. Therefore, these variables have been excluded 

from the regression equation. 

The regression equation so estimated is: 

YWc3 =608.530**+0.02566* YWc1 +9.692** XWc7 

(151.308) (0.002) (2.901) 

R2 =0.839** 

R2 is high in the equation upholds that the variables conclusively explain the 

dependent variable in conformity with the maintained hypothesis. The marginal 

contribution of on YWc3, keeping other variable fixed are 0.02566* and 9.692** 

respectively. The explained variation by the above regression is 83.9% of the total 

variation in YWc3. Both the explanatory variable shows a positive impact on YWc3. 

High increasing impact ofXWc7 on YWc1 is due to the fact middleman pay only after 

completion and delivery of the products which restricts sluggishness among artisans. 

7.7.4 Value of Fixed Capital per Unit in Rs. in Wood Craft (YWc4) 

Value of fixed capital per unit in Woodcraft (YWc4) has been regressed with 

percentage of goods sold to the customer (XWc5). YWc4 was also regressed on other 

variables (like XWc2, XWc3, XWc6, XWc7, XWc8) But no significant influence was 

found. Therefore, variables are excluded from the regression equation. 

The regression equation so estimated is: 

YWc4 =7950.831 **-31.329** XWc5 

(615.814) (8.169) 

R2 =0.344** 
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The value of R2 is only .344**, which indicates that the explanatory variable 

XWc5 explains only 34.4% ofYWc4, rest 65.6% remains unexplained. The explanatory 

variable XWc5 have negative impact on XWc5. Customers usually pay higher rate for 

products hence causing higher profit and this favourable impact should be exhibited in 

all the aspect of craft economy, however the negative impact observed here is not in 

conformity with the hypothesis as prevailing competitive market sometime force the 

artisans to sale at very low price. 

7.7.5 Value of Working Capital per Unit in Wood Craft (YWc5) 

Value of working Capital per unit in Woodcraft (YWc5) has been regressed 

with total production per unit (YWc1), percentage of skilled worker to total worker 

(XWc,) and Contribution of part-time workers XWc4). YWc5 has also been regressed 

on other variable, but no significant influence of these was found on YWc5• Therefore, 

these variables have been excluded from the regression equation. The regression 

equation so fitted is: 

YWcs=19590.227**+0.256**YWc1-164.2*XWc1-266.645**XWc4 

(5165.084) (0.031) (43.265) (56.915) 

R2=0.889** 

It is evident from the equation that the R2 is high i.e .. 889 which depicts that the 

variables have provided a good fit for the relevant dependent variables 

The marginal contribution of YWc1 XWc1, XWc4 and on YWcs, keeping other 

variable fixed are 0.256**, -164.2*and -266.645** respectively. The explained 

variation by the above regression is 88.9% of the total variation on YWc5• The variable 

XWc,and XWc4 has negative impact whereas the variable YWc1 have the positive 

impact on YWc5. 

7.7.6 Net Income per Household in Rs in Wood Craft (YWc6) 

Net income of the household in the wood craft (YWc6) has been regressed on 

Capacity utilisation ofthe all worker (XWc2), Percentage contribution of work by part

time workers (XW c4) and percentage of finance mobilisation from customer advance 

(XWc12). YWc2 was also regressed with other variable, but no significant impacts have 

been found on YWc6. Therefore, the variables have been excluded from the regression 

equation. 
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The regression equation so fitted for the net income of the households is: 

YWc6=266.70*+636.58**XWc2+437.782*XWc4+305.081 *XWc12 

(134.3) (123.358) (160.797) (142.325) 

R2 =0.639** 

The R2 value of this equation is moderately high i.e. 0.639., which depicts that the 

variables have provided a moderately good fit for the relevant dependent variable The 

marginal contribution of the explanatory variable XWc2, XWc4 XWc12 on YWc6, 

keeping the other variable fixed are 636.58**, 437.782* and 305.081 *respectively. The 

explained variation by the above regression is 63.9% of the total variation in YWc6. The 

entire explanatory variable in the regression equation have a positive impact on YW C6 

with high magnitude, which is in conformity with the maintained hypothesis 

7.7.7 Summary Of Stepwise Regression of Wood Craft (YWc) 

The summary of stepwise regression of YWc1 (Total production per units), 

YWc2 (Value Added per unit), YWc3 (Total duration of daily operation of Main 

Worker per unit), YWc4 (Value of Fixed Capital per unit in Rs), YWcs (Value of 

Working Capital per unit in Rs.) and YWc6 (Net Income per Household per unit in Rs.) 

in Wood craft are as follows. 

1. YWc1 = -51139.4*+1.819 *YWc5 +469.391** XWc1+98.719** XWc3 

(19965.025) (0.276) (162.300) (17.663) 

R2=0.893** 

2. YWc2 = -11922.2*+25.268** YWc3-236.666* XWc7 

(5526.476) (2.434) (91.233) 

R2 = 0.800** 

3. YWc3 = 608.530**+0.02566* YWc1 +9.692** XWc7 

(151.308) (0.002) (2.901) 

R2 = 0.839** 

4. YWc4 = 7950.831**-31.329** XWc5 

(615.814) (8.169) 

R2 =0.344** 

5. YWcs = 19590.227**+0.256**YWc1-164.2*XWc1-266.645**XWc4 

(5165.084) (0.031) (43.265) (56.915) 

R2 =0.889** 
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6. YWc6 = 266.70*+636.58**XWc2+437.782*XWc4+305.081 *XWc 12 

(134.3) (123.358) (160.797) (142.325) 

R2 =0.639** 

Figures in the parenthesis are corresponding standard errors and * & * * indicate 

that the parameter are statistically significant at 5%. & 1% level of significance 

respectively. 

7.7.8 Optimum Functional Model of Wood Craft (YWc) 

Optimum functional model of Total production per unit (YWc1), Value added 

per unit (YWc2), Total duration of daily operation of main workers (YWC3), Value of 

fixed capital asset per unit(YWc4), Value of working capital per unit(YWcs) and Net 

income of the household per unit (YWc6) for the Wood crafts are as follows 

1. YWc1 = f(YWcs, XWc1, XWc3) 

2. YWc2 = f(YWc3, XWc7) 

3. YWc3 = f(YWc1, XWc7) 

4. YWc4 = f(XWcs) 

5. YWc5= f(YWc 1,XWc1, XWc4) 

6. YWc6= f(XWc2, XWc4) 

7. 7.9 Correlation Co-efficient Matrix of Wood Craft (YWc) 

Tables 7.7.a, b, c, d, e & f depict Correlation Co-efficient Matrix of each 

dependent and its related explanatory variables of Wood craft. 

Table 7.7. a 

YWc1 YWcs XWcr XWc3 

YWc1 1 

YWcs .872** 1 

XWcr .567** .703** 1 

XWc3 .843** .390* .838** 1 
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Table 7.7.b 
YWcz Ywc3 XWc1 

YWcz 1 

YWc3 .866** 1 

XWc1 .042 .295 1 

Table 7.7. c 
YWc3 YWc1 XWc7 

YWc3 I 

YWc1 .879** I 

XWc1 .295 .042 I 

Table 7.7. d 
YWc4 XWcs 

YWc4 I 

XWcs .587** 1 

Table 7.7. e 
YWcs YWc1 XWc1 

YWcs 1 

YWc1 .872** 1 

XWc1 .703** .667** 1 

XWc4 .043 .316 .435* 

Table 7.7. f 
YWc6 XWcz XWc4 

. YWc6 1 

XWcz .683** 1 

XWc4 .398* .103 1 

XWc12 .350 .131 .044 

**Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
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7.8.0 REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF COPPER-BRASS CRAFT 

The structural equation has been prepared on annual basis. The nomenclatures 

used in the equation are as follows: 

YCB1 Total Production per unit (in Rs.). 

YCB 2 Value added per unit (in Rs.). 

YCB 3 Total duration of daily operation of main worker per units. 

YCB 4 Value of fix capital per unit (in Rs. ). 

YCB s Value of working capital per unit (in Rs.). 

YCB 6 Net income of household per unit (Rs.). 

XCB1 Percentage of skilled workers to total workers per unit. 

XCB2 Capacity utilization of all workers as defined by (hours of operation/hours the 

unit should have operated in optimal condition) x 100. 

XCB3 Standard Mandays as defined by total man-hour worked/8 (taking as 

standard shift hour). 

XCB4 Percentage of work done by part-time workers as define by (total hour worked 

by part-time workers/ total hours worked by full-time and part-time workers) 

X 100. 

Percentage of finished products sold to customers. 

Percentage of finished products sold to Government. 

Percentage of finished products sold to middleman. 

X CBs Percentage of finished products sold to retailers. 

XCB9 Size of unit in terms of employment. 

XCB10 Educational level of the workers (in code taking a 5 point scale). 

XCB11 Percentage offinance mobilisation from saving. 

XCB12 Percentage of finance mobilisation from customers advance 

XCB13 Percentage of finance mobilisation from middleman 

The structural equation explaining several policy variables are obtained from 

least square analysis for copper & brass crafts are given below: 

7.8.1 Total Production per Unit in Rs in Copper-Brass Craft (YCBt) 

Total Production per unit in copper and Brass craft (YCB1) has been regressed 

on Standard mandays of the workers (YCB3) and percentage of finance mobilisation 

from saving (XCB1t). YCB1 has also been regressed with other variables, however no 
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significant int1uences of those variables were found on YCB 1• Therefore, these 

variables have been excluded from the regression equation. 

For the total production in Copper-Brass craft the regressiOn equation so 

estimated is: 

YCBt = -28639.2* + 321.761 ** YCB3+310.877* XCB11 

(11326.148) (21.831) (130.369) 

R2 = 0.945** 

R2 being very high in the equation depicts that the variables conclusively 

express the dependent variable in conformity with maintained hypothesis. 

The marginal contribution of YCB3 and XCB11 on YCB1, keeping other 

variable fixed are 321.761 ** and 310.877* respectively. In conformity with the 

maintained hypothesis the explanatory variables have positive impact on YCB1. The 

explained variation by the above regression equation is 94.5% of the total variation in 

YCB1. The variable YCB3 is seen to have slightly greater int1uence on YCB1 than the 

variable XCBtt· 

7.8.2 Value Added Per Unit in Rs in Copper- Brass Craft (YCB2) 

Value added per unit in Copper-Brass craft (YCB2) has been regressed on 

standard mandays of the workers (XCB3) and percentage of finance mobilisation from 

saving (XCB11). Other variables were excluded from regression equation as those 

variables were not significant. 

The regression equation so estimated for YCB2 is: 

YCB2 =-51535.8**+261.220** XCB3+544.508** XCBll 

(9958.715) (19.195) (121.663) 

R2=0.934** 

R2 being high in this equation depicts that the variables conclusively explain the 

dependent variable in conformity with the maintained hypothesis. 

The marginal contribution ofXCB3 and XCB 11 on YCB2, keeping other variable 

fixed are 261.220** and 544.508** respectively. The explained variable in the above 

equation is 93.4% of the total variation in YCB2. The explanatory variables in the 

equation have positive influence on YCB2 with high magnitude. 
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7.8.3 Total Duration of Daily Operation of the Main Workers per Unit in 

Copper-Brass Craft (YCB3) 

Total Duration of daily operation of the main workers per unit in Copper-Brass 

craft (YCB3) has been regressed on value added per unit (YCB2), the percentage of 

work done by part-time workers (XCB4) and percentage of finance mobilisation from 

saving (XCB11). The regression equation so estimated is: 

YCB3=1838.878**+0.02488**YCB2-28.884**XCB4-15.211 ** XCBII 

(268.743) (0.002) (7.453) (3.648) 

R2 =0.929** 

As the reported R2 in this equation is very high, It indicates the efficiency of the 

right hand side variables i.e. YCB2, XCB4 and XCB 11 in explaining the variation in 

YCB3. The explained variation by the above regression is 92.9% of the total variation 

ofYCB3. 

The marginal contribution of YCB2, XCB4 and XCB11 on YCB3, keeping other 

variables fixed are 0.02488**,- 28.884**and -15.211 **respectively. The explanatory 

variable YCB2 have a positive impact on dependent variable but the relative impact is 

of very low magnitude whereas the variable XCB4 and XCB11 have negative impact on 

the dependent variable. 

7.8.4 Value of Fixed Capital per Unit in Rs in Copper-Brass Craft (YCB4) 

Value of fixed capital per unit in the Copper-Brass craft (YCB4) has been 

regressed on capacity utilisation of the main worker (XCB2) and the percentage of 

finance mobilisation from saving (XCB 11). 

The regression equation so estimated is: 

YCB4=6197.979**+19.393* XCB2-16.993* XCBII 

(697.524) (7.361) (96.873) 

R2 =0.511 * 

The value of R2 is only .511, which indicates that XCB2 and XCB11 together 

explained 51.1% variation on YCB4, and 49.9% remain unexplained. 

The marginal contribution of XCB2 and XCB 11 on YCB4, keeping other 

variable fixed are 19.393* and -16.993* respectively. XCB2 have positive influence 

whereas XCB11has negative impact on YCB4 
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7.8.5 Value of Working Capital per Unit in Rs in Copper-Brass Craft (YCB5) 

Value of working capital per unit in Copper-Brass Craft (YCB5) has been 

regressed on total production per unit (YCB,), capacity utilisation of the main worker 

(XCB2) and percentage of finance mobilisation from middleman (XCB13). 

The regression equation so estimated is: 

YCBs=l2945.5* +0.213** YCB 1+318.920**XCB2+347.297**XCB 13 

(6065.913) (0.034) (79.741) (74.947) 

R2 =0.902** 

The value of R2 is very high in this equation, which depicts that explanatory variable 

have provided a good fit for the relevant dependent variable. 

The marginal contribution of YCB 1, XCB2and XCB 13on YCB5 keeping other 

variable fixed are 0.213**, 318.920** and 347.297** respectively. The explained 

variation by the regression is 90.2% of the total variation of YCB5. All three 

explanatory variables in the equation have the positive impact on the dependent 

variable (YCBs) which is in conformity with the hypothesis. 

7.8.6 Net Income per Household in Rs in Copper-Brass Craft (YCB6) 

Net income of the household in the Copper-Brass craft (YCB6) has been 

regressed with capacity utilisation of the main worker (XCB2), standard mandays of the 

workers (XCB3) and Percentage of finance mobilisation from the middleman (XCB13). 

YCB6 has also been regressed with other variables, but no significant influence on 

YCB6 was found. Therefore, those variables were excluded from regression equation. 

For the net income of the household in the Copper-Brass craft the regression 

equation so fitted is: 

YCB6 =13563.4**+312.112** XCB2 +66.287** XCB3 +245.25*XCBI3 

(4396.4) (80.75) (10.614) (77.097) 

R2 =0.901 ** 

The value of R2 is very high. Therefore, it can be concluded that the explanatory 

variable are capable of explaining the variation in the net income of the household in 

Copper-Brass craft. The marginal contribution of XCB2, XCB3 and XCB13 on YCB6, 

keeping other variable fixed are 312.112**, 66.287** and 245.25* respectively. The 
1 

explained variation by the above regression is 90.1% of the total variation in YCB6. 

The entire explanatory variable in the equation is in conformity with hypothesis and 
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have positive impact on YCB6. However, the rate of increase is higher in the case of 

XCB2 than XCB13 and XCB3. 

7.8.7 Summary of Stepwise Regression of_ Copper-Brass Craft 

The summary of stepwise regression of YCB1 (Total production per units), 

YCB2 (Value Added per unit), YCB3 (Duration of Daily operation of Main Worker per 

unit), YCB4(Value of Fixed Capital per Unit in Rs), YCB5 (Value of Working Capital 

per Unit in Rs.) and YCB6 (Net Income Per Household per Unit in Rs.) in Copper

Brass craft are as follows. 

1. YCB1 = -28639.2* + 321.761 ** YCB3+310.877* XCB11 

(11326.148) (21.831) (130.369) 

R2 =0.945** 

2. YCB2 =-51535.8**+261.220** XCB3+544.508** XCB11 

(9958.715) (19.195) (121.663) 

R2=0.934** 

3. YCB3=1838.878**+0.02488**YCB2-28.884**XCB4-15.211 ** XCB11 

(268.743) (0.002) (7.453) (3.648) 

R2 =0.929** 

4. YCB4= 6197.979**+19.393* XCB2-16.993* XCB11 

(697.524) (7.361) (96.873) 

R2 =0.511 * 
5. YCBs=12945.5*+0.213* *YCB1+ 318.920**XCB2+347.297**XCB13 

(6065.913) (0.034) (79.741) (74.947) 

R2 =0.902** 

6. YCB6=13563.4**+312.112** XCB2+66.287** XCB3+245.25*XCB13 

(4396.4) (80.75) (10.614) (77.097) 

R2 =0.901 ** 

Figures in the parenthesis are corresponding standard errors and* & **indicate 

that the parameter are statistically significant at 5%. & 1% level of significance 

respectively 

7.8.8 Optimum Functional Model of Copper-Brass Craft 

Optimum functional model of Total production per unit (YCB1), Value added 

per unit(YCB2), Total duration of daily operation of main worker(YCB3), Value of 
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fixed capital asset per unit(YCB4), Value of working capital per unit(YCBs) and Net 

income of household per unit (YCB6) for the Copper-Brass craft are as follows: 

1. YCBt = (YCB3, XCBtt) 

2. YCB2 = (XCB3, XCBtt) 

3. YCB3 = ( YCB2, XCB4, XCBtt) 

4. YCB4 = (XCB2, XCBtt) 

5. YCBs = ( YCBt, XCB2, XCB13) 

6. YCB6 = (XCB2, XCB3, XCB13) 

7.8.9 Correlation Co-Efficient Matrix of Copper-Brass Craft 

Tables 7.8.a, b, c, d, e & f depict Correlation Co-efficient Matrix of each 

dependent and its related explanatory variables of copper & brass craft. 

Table 7.8.a 

YCBt XCB2 XCBll 

YCBt 1 

XCB3 .961 ** 1 

XCB11 .152 .038 1 

Table 7.8. b 

YCB2 XCB3 XCB 11 

YCB2 1 

XCB3 .913** 1 

XCB11 .025 .304 1 

Table 7.8. c 

YCB3 YCBt XCB4 XCBll 
YCB3 1 

YCB, .917** 1 

XCB4 .150 .111 1 

XCBll .207 .152 .350 1 
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Table 7.8. d 

YCB4 XCBz XCBII 

YCB4 1 

XCBz .530* 1 

XCBn .500* .038 1 

Table 7.8. e 
YCBs YCBt XCBz 

YCBs 1 

YCBt .826** 1 

XCBz .637** .555* 1 

XCB13 .083 .252 .454 

Table 7.8.f 

YCB6 XCBz XCB3 

YCB6 1 

XCB2 .489 1 

XCB3 .814** .491 1 

XCB13 .430 .454 .058 

**Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 

XCB13 

1 

XCB13 

1 

7.9.0 REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF BLACKSMITH CRAFT 

The structural equation has been prepared on annual basis. The nomenclatures 

used in the equation are as follows: 

YBs1 Total Production per unit (in Rs). 

YBs 2 Value added per unit (in Rs). 

YBs 3: Duration of daily operation of main worker per units. 

YBs 4 Value of fix capital per unit (in Rs). 

YBs 5 Value of working capital per unit (in Rs ). 

YBs 6 Net income per household (in Rs). 

XBs1 Percentage of skilled workers to total workers per unit. 
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XBss 

XBs6 

XBs7 

XBss 

XBs9 

XBs10 

XBS]] 

XBs12 

XBs13 

Capacity utilization of all workers as defined by (hours of operation/hours the 

unit should have operated in optimal condition) x 100. 

Standard Mandays as defined by total man-hour worked/8 (taking as standard 

shift hour). 

Percentage of work done by part-time workers as define by (total hour worked 

by part-time workers/ total hours worked by full-time and part-time workers) 

X 100. 

Percentage of finished products sold to customers. 

Percentage of finished products sold to Government. 

Percentage of finished products sold to middleman. 

Percentage of finished products sold to retailers. 

Size of unit in terms of employment. 

Educational level of the workers (in code taking a 5 point scale) 

Percentage of finance mobilisation from saving. 

Percentage of finance mobilisation from customers advances. 

Percentage of finance mobilisation from middleman. 

The structural equation explaining several policy variables are obtained from 

least square analysis for Blacksmithy are given below: 

7.9.1 Total Production per Unit in Rs in Blacksmith craft (YBst) 

Total Production per unit for Blacksmith craft (YBst) has been regressed on 

value of working capital per unit (Ybs5). YBs1 was also regressed with other variables, 

but no significant influence was found. Therefore, those variables have been excluded 

from the regression equation. 

For Blacksmith craft the regression equation so estimated is: 

YBst =23945.958** + 1.337**YBS5 

(3841.767) (0.085) 

R2 = 0.988** 

The value of R2 is very high, therefore it can be concluded that the explanatory 

variable is capable of explaining the variation in the total production per unit in the 

Blacksmith craft. The marginal contribution of YBS5 is 1.337**. The explained 

variation in the above regression is 98.8% ofthe total variation ofYBs1• The impact of 

the variable YBs5 is positive and is of very high magnitude. 
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7.9.2 Value Added per Unit in Blacksmith Craft (YBs2) 

Value added per unit in Blacksmith craft (YBs2) has been regressed on duration 

of daily operation of the main worker per unit (YBs3), Value of working capital per unit 

(YBss) and the capacity utilisation of all workers per unit (XBs2). However, the other 

variable has been excluded because the results of those variables were not significant. 

The regression equation so estimated is: 

YBs2=24099.01 0*+ 19.402*YBs3+0. 760* *YBss-727 .395*XBs2 

(10493.982) (7.218) (0.091) (331.557) 

R2 =0.846** 

The reported R2 is high. The explained variation by the above regression is 

84.6% of the total variation in YBs2. The marginal contribution of YBs3, YBss and 

XBs2 on YBs2, keeping other variable fixed are 19.402*, 0.760** and-727.395* 

respectively. The variable YBs5 and YBs3 in conformity with the hypothesis have 

positive impact on YBs2 whereas the variable XBs2 has the negative impact showing 

the efficient worker usually take longer time duration and consequently fetch low 

profit. 

7.9.3 Total Duration of Daily Operation of the Main Worker per Unit in 

Blacksmith Craft (YBs3) 

Total duration of daily operation of the main worker in Blacksmith craft (YBs3) 

has been regressed on value added per unit (YBs2), Capacity utilisation of all workers 

(XBs2) and percentage of finance mobilisation from saving (XBs1l).YBs3 has also been 

regressed on other variables, but no significant influence is found. Therefore these 

variables have been excluded from the regression equation. 

The regression equation so estimated is: 

YBs3=1676.439**+0.006**YBs2+43.783**XBs2+7.644**XBsll 

(189.268) (0.002) (1.543) (1.670) 

R2=0.977** 

It is evident from the equation that R2 is sufficiently high. Which indicates that 

the variable have provided a good fit for the relevant dependent variable 

The marginal contribution of YBs2, XBs2 and XBs11 on YBs3, keeping other 

variable fixed are 0.006**, 43.783** and 7.644** respectively. The explained variation 

by the above regression is 97.7% of the total variation on YBs3. The entire explanatory 
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variable in the regression equation has the positive impact on YBs3 however the impact 

of value added is negligible. 

7.9.4 Value of Fixed Capital per Unit in Blacksmith Craft (YBs4) 

Value of fixed capital per unit (YBs4) has been regressed on total production per 

unit (YBs1) and percentage of skilled worker to total worker per unit (XBsJ). YBs4 has 

also been regressed on other variables, but no significant influence on YBs4 is found 

and thus these variables have been excluded from regression equation. 

For the value of fixed capital per unit in Blacksmith craft (YBs4) the regression 

so fitted is: 

YBs4 =2367.440*+0.02684** YBs1+38.213* XBs1 

(933.293) (0.005) (15.452) 

R2 =0.494** 

The value of R2 is only .494, which indicates that YBs1 and XBs1 together 

explain only 49% of YBs4, while about half of the variations remain unexplained. The 

variable YBs1 and XBs1 have positive impact on YBs4 which are inconformity with the 

hypothesis. 

7.9.5 Value of Working Capital per Unit in Blacksmith Craft (YBss) 

Value of working capital per unit in Blacksmith craft (YBs5) has been regressed 

to total production per unit (YBs1), percentage of contribution of the part-time 

workers.(XBs4) and size of the units (XBs9). YBs5 was also regressed on other 

variables, but no significant influence of those variables was found. Therefore, these 

variables have been excluded from the regression. 

The regression equation so estimated is: 

YBss = -23267.9**+0.543**YBs1-251.379* XBs4+11132.016**XBs9 

(6903.529) (0.048) (93.349) (3512.396) 

R2 =0.929** 

R2 being very high depicts that the variable conclusively explains the dependent 

variables in conformity with maintain hypothesis. The marginal contribution of YBs1, 

XBs4 and XBs9 on YBss, keeping other variable fixed are 0.543**, -251.379* and 

11132.016** respectively. The variable YBs1 and XBs9 have the positive impact on 

YBss whereas variable XBs4 is negatively related as presence of part time workers 
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helps to take up various linked processes of production in sequence and instantly 

leading to efficient use of working capital this explains its negative impact. The 

explained variation by the above regression is 92.9% of the total variation in YBss 

7.9.6 Net Income per Household in Blacksmith Craft (YBs6) 

Net income per household in Blacksmith craft (YBs6) has been regressed on 

Standard Mandays of the unit (XBs3), percentage of work done by part-time workers 

(XBs4) and education level of the workers (XBs10). YBs6 was also regressed with other 

variables but no significant influence was found. 

The regression equation so estimated is: 

YBs6=11388.6*+68.969**XBs3 -503.27** XBs4+ 10192.215**XBsiO 

(9841.7) (19.14) (174.52) (2527.043) 

R2 =0.717** 

The value of R2 is moderately high in the equation. Thus the independent 

variable moderately explains YBs6. 71.7 % of the total variation in YBs6 is being 

explained by the explanatory variable and rest 28.3 % remains unexplained. The 

variable XBs3 and XBs10 have a positive impact on YBs6, while variable XBs4 has a 

negative impact on the dependent variable because even if the hired part time worker 

are only partly skilled their wage rate is high. 

7.9.7 Summary of Stepwise Regression of Blacksmith Craft (YBs) 

The summary of stepwise regression of YBs1 (Total productivity per units in), 

YBs2 (Value Added per unit of output), YBs3 (Duration of Daily operation of Main 

Worker per unit), YBs4 (Value of Fixed Capital per unit in Rs), YBs5 (Value of 

Working Capital per unit in Rs.) and YBs6 (Net Income Per Household per unit in Rs.) 

in Blacksmith craft are as follows: 

1. YBs1 =23945.958** + 1.337**YBS5 

(3841. 767) (0.085) 

R2 = 0.988** 

2. YBs2=24099.010* + 19.402*YBs3+0.760**YBs5 -727.395*XBs2 

(10493.982) (7.218) (0.091) (331.557) 

R2 = 0.846** 
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3. YBs3 =1676.439**+0.006** YBs2+43.783** XBs2+7.644** XBsll 

(189.268) (0.002) (1.543) (1.670) 

R2=0.977** 

4. YBs4 =2367.440*+0.02684** YBst+38.213* XBst 

(933.293) (0.005) (15.452) 

R2 =0.494** 

5. YBs5=-23267.9**+0.543**YBs1-251.379* XBs4+ 11132.016**XBs9 

(6903.529) (0.048) (93.349) (3512.396) 

R2 =0.929** 

6. YBs6=11388.6*+68.969**XBs3 -503.27** XBs4+10192.215**XBslO 

(9841.7) (19.14) (174.52) (2527.043) 

R2 =0.717** 

Figures in the parenthesis are corresponding standard errors and* & **indicate 

that the parameter are statistically significant at 5%. & 1% level of significance 

respectively 

7.9.8 Optimum Functional Model of Blacksmith Craft (YBs) 

Optimum functional model of Total productivity in Rs. (YBst), Value added per 

unit (YBs2), Duration of daily operation of total worker (YBs3), Value of fixed capital 

asset per unit (YBs4), Value of working capital per unit (YBs5) and Net income of the 

household (YBs6) for the Blacksmith craft are as follows: 

1. YBs1 = f (YBSs) 

2. YBs2 = f (YBss, YBs3 , XBs2) 

3. YBs3 = f (YBs2, XBs2, XBStt) 

4. YBs4 = f (YBs~, XBst) 

5. YBss = f (YBst. XBs4,XBs9) 

6. YBs6 = f (XBs3, XBs4,XBs10) 

7.9.9 Correlation Co-Efficient Matrix of Blacksmith Craft (YBs) 

Tables 7.9.a, b, c, d, e & f depict Correlation Co-efficient Matrix of each 

dependent and its related explanatory variables of Blacksmith craft. 
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Table 7.9.a 
YBs1 YBss 

YBs1 1 

YBss .944** 1 

Table 7.9.b 

YBs2 YBs3 YBss XBs2 

YBs2 1 

YBs3 .488** 1 

YBss .889** .447* 1 

XBs2 .429* .966** .355* 1 

Table 7.9. c 
YBs3 YBs2 XBs2 XBsll 

YBs3 1 

YBs2 .548** 1 

XBs2 .968** .429* 1 

XBsu .163 .189 .003 1 

Table 7.9.d 

YBs4 YBs1 XBs1 

YBs4 1 

YBs1 .618** 1 

XBs1 .214 -.176 1 

Table 7.9.e 

YBss YBs1 XBs4 XBs9 

YBss 1 

YBs1 .944** 1 

XBs4 -.540** -.471 ** 1 

XBs9 .615** .529** -.109 1 
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Table 7.9. f 

YBs6 XBs3 XBs4 

YBs6 1 

XBs3 .349 1 

XBs4 -.214 -.366* 1 

XBSJO .533** .338 -.154 

** CorrelatiOn ts stgmficant at the 0.01 level (2-tatled). 
*Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 

XBs10 

1 

7.10.0 REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF SILVER CRAFT 

The structural equation has been prepared on annual basis. The nomenclatures 

used in the equation are as follows: 

YSc1 Total Production per unit (in Rs). 

YScz Value added per unit (in Rs). 

YSc3 Duration of daily operation of main worker per units 

YSc4 Value of fix capital per unit (in Rs). 

YScs Value of working capital per unit (in Rs). 

YSc6 Net income per household (in Rs). 

XSc1 Percentage of skilled workers to total workers per unit. 

XScz Capacity utilization of all workers as defined by (hours of operation/hours the 

unit should have operated in optimal condition) x 100. 

XSc3 Standard Mandays as defined by total man-hour worked/8 (taking as standard 

shift hour). 

XSc4 Percentage of share work done by part-time workers as define by (total hour 

worked by part-time workers/ total hours worked by full-time and part-time 

workers) x 100. 

XScs Percentage of finished products sold to customers. 

XSc6 Percentage of finished products sold to Government 

XSc7 Percentage of finished products sold to middleman. 

XScs Percentage of finished products sold to retailers. 

XSc9 Size of unit in terms of employment. 

XSc10 Educational level ofthe workers (in code taking a 5 point scale). 

XSc11 Percentage of finance mobilisation from saving. 

XSc12 Percentage of finance mobilisation from customer advance. 
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XSc13 Percentage of finance mobilisation from middleman. 

The structural equation explaining several policy variables are obtained from 

least square analysis for silver crafts are given below: 

7.10.1 Total Production per Unit in Rs in Silver Crafts (YSct) 

Total Production per unit in Rs for silver crafts (YScl) has been regressed on 

value of working capital per units of output (YSc5) and percentage of finance 

mobilisation from saving (XSc1 1). Regression with other variable was found to be 

insignificant and the variables have been excluded from the regression. 

For the total productivity per unit of output in silver craft the regressiOn 

equation so estimated is: 

YSc1 = 35915.515** +1.139** YScs +522.437** XScll 

(3123.942) (0.025) (163.038) 

R2 = 0.988** 

R2 being very high in the equation depicts that the variable have provided a 

good fit for the relevant dependent variable. 

The marginal contribution of variable YSc5 and XScllon YSc1, keeping other 

variable fixed are 1.139** and 522.437** respectively which is in conformity with the 

hypothesis, in fact the high positive impact of self financed investment is due to the fact 

that artisans can successfully charge higher rate for the products. The explained 

variation by above regression is 98.8% of the total variation on YSc1. The variables 

XSc11 and YSc5 have positive impact on the total productivity per unit of output in 

Silver craft YSc1. 

7.10.2 Value Added Per Unit in Silver Craft (YSc2) 

Value added per unit in Rs for silver crafts (YSc2) has been regressed value of 

fixed capital per unit of output (YSc4)and on the value of working capital per unit of 

output (YSc5). Regression with other variables does not show any significant influence. 

Therefore, the variables have been omitted. 

The regression equation so estimated for the value added per unit of output in 

Silver craft is: 

YSc2 = 28540.752**+2.033** YSc4+0.314** YSc5 

(4104.991) (0.344) (0.046) 

R2 =0.908** 
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R2 being sufficiently high in this equation indicates that the variables 

conclusively explains the dependent variable in conformity with the maintain 

hypothesis. The marginal contribution of YSc4and YSc5 on YSc2, keeping other 

variables fixed are 2.033** and 0.314** respectively. The explained variation by above 

regression equation is 90.8% of the total variation on YSc2• the impact of the 

explanatory variables are positive moreover the value of YSc4 is more than YScs as 

with higher working capital artisans can go for bulk purchase of good quality raw 

material which have high impact on the production of good quality of output 

7.10.3 Total Duration of Daily Operation of Main Worker per Units in Silver 

Craft (YSc3) 

Total duration of daily operation of main worker per units for silver crafts 

(YSc3) has been regressed on total production per unit (YSc1), percentage of share of 

part-time worker to total worker (XSc4) and percentage of finance mobilisation by 

saving (XSc11). For duration of daily operation of main worker the regression equation 

so estimated is: 

YSc3 =2532.260**+0.00955* *YSc1-58.687 XSc4-22.140XScll 

(188.601) (0.006) (26.258) (8.661) 

R2 =0.725** 

The R2 value of this equation is moderately high i.e .. 725 which depicts that the 

variable have provided a good fit for the relevant dependent variable. _The marginal 

contribution of YSc1, XSc4 and XScu on YSc3, keeping other variable fixed are 

0.00955**,-58.687 and -22.140 respectively. The explained variation by the above 

regression is 72.5% of the total variation in YSc3.The variable YScr has very low 

positive impact on YSc3 and variable XSc11 and XSc4 has negative influence on YSc3. 

7.10.4 Value of Fixed Capital per Unit in Rs in Silver Craft (YSc3) 

Value of fix capital per unit in Rs. for silver crafts (YSc4) was regressed on the 

value added per unit (YScz). YSc4 was also regressed on other variables but no 

significant impact was found and thus other variable have been excluded from the 

regression equation. For YSc4 the regression equation so estimated is 

YSc4 =-5557.039**+0.204** YSc2 

(1198.472) (0.020) 
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The R2 value is moderately high. The explained variation by the above 

regression is 76.8% of the total variation in YSc4. the variable YSc2 has a positive 

influence on YSc4 and it is in conformity with the maintained hypothesis. 

7.10.5 Value of Working Capital per Unit in Rs in Silver Craft (YSc5) 

Value of working capital per unit in Rs in silver craft (YSc5) has been regressed 

on total production per unit (YSc1), Value of working capital per unit (YScs), Capacity 

utilisation of main worker (XSc2) and percentage of finance mobilisation by 

middleman.(XSc13). YSc1 was also regressed on other variables (XSc1h XSc12· ....... )but 

no significant impact is found on YSc5.Therefore, these variable have been excluded 

from the regression equation. 

For YScs the regression equation so estimated as follows: 

YScs=-68037.3**+0. 747**YSc1+348.05**XSc2+ 132.684* XSc13 

(9535.009) (0.030) (124.404) (62.273) 

R2 =0.990** 

R2 value in the equation is very which depicts and explain the dependent 

variable in conformity with the maintained hypothesis. 

The marginal contribution of explanatory variablesYSc1, XSc2 and XSc13 on 

YScs, keeping all other variable fixed are 0.747**, 348.05** and 132.684* 

respectively. The explained variation by the above regression is 99% of the total 

variation of YSc5. The variable YSc1, XSc2 and XSc13 have positive influence on YScs 

and it is in conformity with the maintained hypothesis. 

7.10.6 Net Income per Household in Rs. in Silver Crafts (YSc6) 

Net income per household in Rs. (YSc6) has been regressed with Capacity 

utilisation of the main workers (XSc2), standard Mandays of the workers (XSc3) and 

the percentage of finance mobilisation from middleman (XSc13). Regression with other 

explanatory variables is not found significant. It is therefore these variables have been 

excluded from the regression equation. 

The estimated regression equation so estimated for YSc6 is: 

YSc6 =-110269*+1408.083** XSc2+185.384** XSc3 -548.885* XSc 13 

(8341.3) (418) (37.586) (198.76) 

R2 =0.870** 
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R2 being high in the equation indicates that the explanatory variable 

conclusively explains the dependent variable in conformity with the maintained 

hypothesis. The marginal contribution of explanatory variables XSc2, XSc3 and XSc 13 

on YSc6, keeping all other variable fixed are 1408.083**, 185.384** and -548.885* 

respectively. The explained variation by the above regression is 87% of the total 

variation of YSc6 .. In conformity with maintain hypothesis the variable XSc3 and XSc2 

have positive influence on YSc6 while the impact of variable XSc13 is negative on 

YSc6. 

7.10.7 Summary of Stepwise Regression of Silver Crafts (YSc) 

The summary of stepwise regression of YSc 1 (Total production per units), YSc2 

(Value Added per unit), YSc3 (Duration of Daily operation of Main Worker per unit), 

YSc4 (Value of Fixed Capital per unit in Rs), YSc5 (Value of Working Capital per unit 

in Rs.) and YSc 6 (Net Income Per Household per unit in Rs.) in Silver craft are as 

follows: 

1. YSc1 = 35915.515** +1.139** YSc5 +522.437** XScn 

(3123.942) (0.025) (163.038) 

R2 =0.988** 

2. YSc2 = 28540.752**+2.033** YSc4+0.314** YSc5 

(104.991) (0.344) (0.046) 

R2 =0.908** 

3. YSc3 = 2532.260**+0.00955**YSc1-58.687 XSc4-22.140XScll 

(188.601) (0.006) (26.258) (8.661) 

R2=0.725** 

4. YSc4 =- 5557.039**+0.204** YSc2 

(1198.472) (0.020) 

R2 =0.768** 

5. YScs= -68037.3**+0.747**YSct+348.05**XSc2+ 132.684* XSc13 

6. 

(9535.009) (0.030) (124.404) (62.273) 

R2 =0.990** 

YSc6 =-110269*+ 1408.083**XSc2+185.384** XSc3 -548.885* XSc13 

(8341.3) (418) (37.586) (198.76) 

R2 =0.870** 
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Figures in the parenthesis are corresponding standard errors and* & ** indicate 

that the parameter are statistically significant at 5%. & 1% level of significance 

respectively 

7.10.8 Optimum Functional Model of Silver Crafts (YSc) 

Optimum functional model of Total production per unit(YSc1), Value added per 

unit (YSc2), Total duration of daily operation of total worker(YSc3), Value of fixed 

capital asset per unit(YSc4), Value of working capital per unit(YScs) and Net income of 

the household per unit (YSc6) for the Silver craft are as follows: 

1. YSct= f(YScs, XSCJt) 

2. YScz= f (YSc4, YScs) 

3. YSc3= f (YSc1, XSc4) 

4. YSc4= f(YScz) 

5. YScs f (YSct, XScz, XSc13) 

6. YSc6 f (XScz, XSc3, XSc13) 

7.10.9 Correlation Co-Efficient Matrix of Silver Crafts (YSc) 

Table 7.10.a, b, c, d, e & f depict Correlation Co-efficient Matrix of each 

dependent and its related explanatory variables of Silver craft. 

Table 7.10.a 
YSct YScs XSCt! 

YSc1 1 

YScs .992** 1 

XScu .420* .365* 1 

Table7.10. b 
YScz Ysc4 Yscs 

YScz 1 

Ysc4 .876** 1 

Yscs .897** .733** 1 
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Table 7.10. c 
YSc3 YSc1 XSc4 

YSc3 1 

YSct .786** 1 

XSc4 .273 .070 1 

XScn .104 .420* .014 

Table 7.1 0. d 

YSc4 YSc2 

YSc4 1 

YSc2 .876** 1 

Table 7.10.e 

YScs YSc1 XSc2 

YScs 1 

YSc1 .992** 1 

XSc2 .846** .814** 1 

XSc13 .402* .456** .218 

Table 7.10.f 

YSc6 XSc2 XSc3 

YSc6 1 

YSc2 .877** 1 

XSc3 .575** .800** 1 

**Correlation is significant at the O.Ollevel (2-tailed). 
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 

XSC!J 

1 

XScu 

1 

7.11 REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF THE TRADITIONAL HANDICRAFTS -IN 

AGGREGATE 

The structural equation has been prepared on annual basis. The nomenclatures 

used in the equation are as follows 

Yt: Total Production per unit (in Rs.). 

Y 2 Value added per unit (in Rs ). 

Y3 Total duration of daily operation of main worker per units. 
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Y4 Value of fixed capital per unit (in Rs). 

Y s Value of working capital per unit (in Rs ) .. 

Y6 Net income per household (in Rs). 

X, Percentage of skilled workers to total workers per unit. 

Xz Capacity utilization of all workers as defined by (hours of operation/hours the 

unit should have operated in optimal condition) x 100. 

X3 Standard Mandays as defined by total man-hour worked/8 (taking as standard 

shift hour). 

Percentage of work done by part-time workers as define by (total hour worked 

by part-time workers/ total hours worked by full-time and part-time workers) 

X 100. 

Xs Percentage of finished products sold to customers. 

~ Percentage of finished products sold to Government. 

X1 Percentage of finished products sold to middleman. 

Xs Percentage of finished products sold to Retailers. 

X9 Size of unit in terms of employment. 

X10 Educational level ofthe workers (in code taking a 5 point scale). 

X11 Percentage offinance mobilisation from saving. 

X12: Percentage of finance mobilisation from Customers advance. 

X13 Percentage of finance mobilisation from middleman. 

The structural equation explaining several policy variables are obtained from 

least square analysis for all handicraft are given below: 

7.11.1 Total Production per Unit in Rs. in Traditional Handicrafts (Y1) 

Total Production per unit in all handicraft (Y1) has been regressed with total 

duration of daily operation of main workers (Y 3), value of working capital (Y s), 

percentage work done by part-time workers, (~)education level of the workers (Xw) 

and percentage of finance mobilisation from middleman (X13),. Y1 was regressed with 

other variable (Yz, Y4, X7, X8 X13, etc.) but no significant influence on Y1 was found. 

Therefore, variables are excluded from the regression equation. 

For total production per unit the regression equation so fitted is: 

Y,=-95553.955*+ 12.137**Y3+ 1.084**Y5+ 174.870**~+5525.073**X10-99.669*XI3 

(4008.183) (1.198) (0.034) (65.331) (1217.313) (41.081) 

R2=0.927** 
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The R2 value in the equation is very high upholds that the variables conclusively 

explains that the dependent variables in conformity with maintained hypothesis. 

The marginal contribution of Y3, Y5, ~, X10 and X13 on Y1, keeping other 

variable fixed are 12.137**, 1.084**, 174.870** , 5525.073** and - 99.669* 

respectively. The explained variation by the above regression is 92.7% of the total 

variation of Y I· The variables Y 3, Y 5, ~and X10 have positive influence on Y 1 whereas 

X13 has a negative influence on Y1• The rate of the individual explanatory variable is 

conveyed by co-efficient associated with them. It can be seen that X10 has greater impact 

on Y 1 because productivity can be seen achieved more with higher level of education as 

learning facilitates acquiring more technique and management of the units. 

7.11.2 Value Added per Units in Rs. in Traditional Handicrafts (Yz) 

Value added per units (Y 2) in all handicrafts has been regressed on the duration 

of daily operation of main worker to total worker (Y3), value of working capital per 

unit of total output (Y 5), Education level of the worker (X10) and percentage of finance 

mobilisation from middleman (X13). Y2 was regressed with other variable, but no 

significant influence on Y2 was found. Therefore, variables are excluded from the 

regression equation. 

For Value added per the regression equation so fitted is: 

Y2=-11171 **+ 12.816**Y3+0.408**Y5 +5231.163**Xl0176.215**Xl3 

(3928.503) (1.231) (0.035) (1254.058) (41.615) 

R2= 0.771 ** 

The reported ~ is moderately high therefore it can be concluded that the 

explanatory variable are moderately capable of explaining the variations in value added 

per unit of output in all crafts. The explained variation by the above regression is 77.1% 

of the total variation of Y2. The variable Y3, Y5, X10 has a positive impact on Y2, 

whereas xl3 has a negative influence on y 2· the negative impact of xl3 signify that the 

finance from the middleman as it squeezes the profitability of the units 

7.11.3 Total Duration of Daily Operation of Main Worker per Unit in Traditional 

Handicrafts (Y 3) 

Total duration of daily operation of main worker per unit in all handicrafts (Y3) 

has been regressed on the value added per unit (Y2), percentage of skill worker to total 

worker (Xt), percentage work done by part-time worker (X4), education level of the I 
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worker (XIO) and percentage of finance mobilisation from middleman (X13). Y 2 was 

regressed with other variable, but no significant influences on Y 3 were found. 

Therefore, variables are excluded from the regression equation. 

For duration of daily operation of main worker per unit m all crafts the 

regression equation so fitted is: 

y3 = 2745.604** + 0.02181 ** Y2- 14.395** XI 

(237.188) (0.001) (2.135) 

-15.524** :X.-104.213* xl0+6.884** xl3 

(3.012) (51.093) (1.619) 

R?=0.688** 

R2 value of this equation is moderately high i.e. 0.688, which indicates that the 

variables have provided a good fit for the relevant dependent variables. 

The marginal contribution of Y2, X1, )4 ,X10 and X13 on Y3, keeping other 

variable fixed are 0.02181 **, -14.395**, -15.524**, -104.213*and 6.884**, 

respectively. The explained variation by above regression is 68.8% of the total 

variation on Y3. The variable Y2 and X13 has positive influence on Y3 and the variables 

X1, )4 and X10 have a negative influence on Y3. 

7.11.4 Value of Fixed Capital per Unit in Traditional Handicrafts (Y4) 

Value of fix capital per unit in all handicraft (Y4)was regressed on value of 

working capital per unit (Y5).While all other explanatory variable result shows no 

significant impact on Y 4· Therefore, these variables have been excluded from the 

regression equation. 

For the value of fixed capital per unit of output in all crafts the regression 

equation so estimated is: 

Y4 =2043.385** + 0.09335** Y5 

(328.979) (0.006) 

R2= 0.508** 

It is evident from the equation that R? is moderate i.e. 50.8 and independent 

variable explains the dependent variable. 50.8% of the total variation in Y4. is being 

explained by the explanatory variable and rest 49.8% remain unexplained? Ys has a 

positive impact on Y 4 and the magnitude is of low intensity 
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T.ll.S Value of Working Capital per Unit in Traditional Handicrafts (Y5) 

Value of working capital per unit in all handicrafts (Y5) has been regressed on 

total production per unit (Y1) and percentage of finished goods sold to middleman 

(X13). Y 5 was also regressed with other variable, but no significant influence is found 

on Y 5· Thus, the regression with other variable has been excluded from the regression. 

For the value of working capital in all craft Y 5 the regression equation so 

estimated is: 

Ys = -13613.6** + 0.661 ** Y1 +118.737** X13 

(1399.931) (0.015) (33.495) 

R2= 0.896** 

As reported R2 of this equation is very high. It indicates the efficiency of the 

right hand side variable i.e. Y1 and X13 in explaining the variable in Y5 is very high. 

The marginal contribution ofY1 and X13 on Y5, keeping other variable fixed are 

0.661 **and 118.737** respectively. The explained variation by the above regression is 

87.6% of the total variation in Y5• Explanatory variable Y1 and X13 have a positive 

impact on dependent variable () and variable Y 1 have low magnitude than X13. 

7.11.6 Net Income of the Household in Traditional Handicrafts (Y6) 

Net income of the household in all handicrafts (Y 6) has been regressed on 

standard maydays per worker (X3), the percentage of goods sold to middleman (X7) and 

educational level of the worker (X10). Y 6 has also been regressed with other variable 

but no significant influences of these variables were found. Only three of the variable 

x3, XIO and x7 showed the significant result. 

The regression equation so estimated is: 

Y6=18262.707**+37.156**X3-148.654** X7+9885.272**XIO 

(4586.08) (6.921) (36.819) (1570.037) 

R2=0.283** 

The reported R2 is not sufficiently high, so the variables cannot explain the 

dependent variable in conformity with maintained hypothesis. The marginal 

contribution of X3, X7 and X10 keeping other variable fixed are 37.156**, -148.654** 

and 9885.272** respectively. The explained variation by above regression is only 

28.3% of the total variation and 71.7% is unexplained. The variables X3 and X10 have 

positive impact on Y 6 while the variable X 7 has negative impact on Y 6· The goods sold 
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to the .majans or middlemen has a negative impact on the net income of the household 

as the presence of middleman squeezes all the profit as such the artisan are left with 

only marginal wage. 

7.11.7 Summary of Stepwise Regression of All Traditional Handicrafts (Y) 

The Summary of stepwise regression of Y1 (Total production per units ), Y2 

(Value Added per unit), Y3 (Total Duration of Daily operation of Main Worker per 

unit), Y4 (Value of Fixed Capital per unit in Rs), Ys (Value of Working Capital per 

unit.) and Y6 (Net Income Per Household per unit.) in all-handicrafts are as follows. 

1. Yr = -95553.955*+ 12.137**Y3 +1..084** Y5+ 174.870** )4 

(4008.183) (1.198) (0.034) (65.331) 

+ 5525.073**Xro- 99.669* Xr3 

(1217.313) (41.081) 

R2=0.927** 

2. Y2=-11111 **+ 12.816**Y3+0.408**Y5+ 5231.163**Xw-176.215**X13 

(3928.503) (1.231) (0.035) (1254.058) (41.615) 

R2= 0.771 ** 

3. Y3 = 2745.604** + 0.02181 ** Y2 -14.395** X 1 -15.524** )4 

(237.188) (0.001) . (2.135) (3.012) 

· - 104.213* Xro +6.884** Xn 

(51.093) (1.619) 

R2=0.688** 

4. Y4 =2043.385** + 0.09335"'* Ys 

(328.979) (0.006) 

5. Ys = -13613.6** + 0.661 ** Yr + 118.737** X13 

(1399.931) (0.015) (33.495) 

R2= 0.896** 

6. Y6=18262.707**+37.156**X3-148.654** X7+9885.272**Xro 

(4586.08) (6.921) (36.819) (1570.037) 

R2=0.283** 
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Figures in the parenthesis are corresponding standard errors and * & ** indicate 

that the parameter are statistically significant at 5%. & 1% level of significance 

respectively 

7 .11.8 Optimum Functional Model of Traditional Handicrafts (Y 6) 

Optimum functional model of Total production per unit (Y1), Value added per 

unit (Y2), Total duration of daily operation of total worker (Y3), Value of fixed capital 

asset per unit (Y4), Value of working capital per unit (Ys) and Net income of the 

household (Y 6) for the all handicrafts are as follows 

1. Y1 = (Y3, Ys, X,., Xw ,X13) 

2. Y2 = ( Y3, Ys, Xw, X13) 

3. Y3= (Y2, X1, ")4, Xw, X13) 

4. Y4 = (Ys) 

5. Ys = (Y~, X13) 

6. y6 = (X3, X7,X10) 

7.11.9 Correlation Co-Efficient Matrix of Traditional Handicrafts 

Table 7.1l.a, b, c, d, e & f depict Correlation Co-efficient Matrix of each 

dependent and its related explanatory variables of all traditional handicrafts. 

Table 7 .1l.a 
yl y3 Ys X. x10 xl3 

yl 1 

y3 .760** 1 

Ys .944** .680** 1 

~ .059 .152* .094 1 

Xw .367** .188** .315** .082 1 

xl3 .216** .249** .275** .217** .009 1 
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Table 7 .ll.b 

y2 y3 Ys x!O xl3 
y2 1 

y3 .766** 1 

Ys .802** .680** 1 

XIO .375** .188** .315** 1 

xl3 .110 .249** .275** .217** 1 

Table 7 .I I.e 

y3 y2 XI )4 x10 xl3 
y3 1 

y2 .766** 1 

XI .455** .400** 1 

)4 .125* .062 .425** 1 

x10 .188** .375** .031 .082 1 

x!3 .249** .110 .081 .217** .009 1 

Table 7.11.d 

y4 Ys 

y4 1 

Ys .713** 1 

Table 7 .ll.e 
Ys Yt xl3 

Ys 1 

Yt .944** 1 

xl3 .275** .216** 1 
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Table 7 .11.f 

y6 x3, x1 XJO 

y6 1 

x3 .346** 1 

x1 .151 * .192** 1 

X to .416** .247** .033 1 

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 

7.12.0 COBB DOUGLAS PRODUCTION FUNCTION AS PRODUCTIVITY 

INDICATOR AND MEASURE 

Another important analysis under taken here is the study of the nature of 

production function for the traditional Handicraft in aggregate form. There are many 

alternative functional forms which can be used to represent production. Cobb Douglas 

type production function analysis shows the relative contribution of capital and labour 

factors in the production system (Jamil, & Chattopadhyay 1979). 

The Cobb Douglas production used over here is among the most commonly 

used models. It is defined as follows: 

taking log, 

Q=A. L a"Kp 

Log Q = Log A + a Log L + f3 Log K 

Or Q' = A +a. L' + f3. K' 

Where Q = Output 

L = Labour input 

K = Capital input 

A, f3 and a = parameters 

The parameters a and f3 measure the elasticity of output with respect to labour 

and capital respectively and are known as labour and capital co-efficient, while A is 

efficiency parameter of the industry. It is a homogenous production function of degree 

one, because a percentage of input change will induce same percentage of output 

change if a + f3 =1. The value (a+ f3) > 1 indicates increasing return to scale where 

as (a+ f3) < 1 points out the existence of decreasing returns. 
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The Cobb-Douglas production function may be used to analyses both cross

sectional and time series data. Analysis of time series data, exhibits quite effectively the 

impact of technological progress or otherwise. The temporal trends cannot be shown 

over here owing to the failure to collect data over sufficiently long time span. The host 

artisan units operate at family level and usually do not maintain any written account 

book. The cross-sectional studies may also be of three types depending upon the nature 

of data (1 ). they may be based upon the observation of individual firm giving inter

firm production function (2) the observation may be related to aggregates of a group or 

all industries giving an inter industry production function (3), it may be for aggregates 

of industries in different region showing inter regional estimates of the parameters of 

production relations. It is the second type of production function, which has been used 

here to give the production function for different types of traditional handicrafts and for 

traditional handicrafts in aggregate. The value of a and ~ have been computed without 

the restriction of (a + ~ = 1 ). 

7.12.1 Observation of The Cross-Sectional Studies 

Table 7.12 gives the computed values of parameters of Cobb-Douglas 

Production function for cross-section estimate for different handicrafts. The function 

has provide a good fit to the data in most cases as is evident from the high value of Co

efficient of multiple determination R2
. The R2 value shows that 85% to 97 % of the 

variation in the output has been explained by the two factors of production i.e. labour 

and capital. Carpet weaving, Y atha weaving, Kalimpong bag, Wood craft and Copper

Brass craft exhibits increasing returns to scale while rest of the crafts show decreasing 

returns to scale. It is surprising to find that in terms of return to scale Silver craft 

occupies the lowest position. Elasticity of labour coefficient is highest in case of 

Copper-Brass craft followed by Carpet weaving whereas elasticity of capital input is 

highest in cases of Kalimpong Arts closely followed by Yatha Weaving and Wood 

Craft. In fact traditional handicraft in aggregate term shows decreasing returns to scale 

however the value (a + ~) is close to 1. 
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Table 7. 12 Total Output Vs Standard Mandays (Labour input) and Capital Input 

in Different Traditional Handicraft 

Sl. Traditional Rl Labour input Capital input 
A 

No. Handicrafts a p 

1. Thanka Painting 0.904** 0.582** 0.414** 42.56** 

(0.189) (0.138) 

2. Kalimpong Arts 0.908** -0.0493 0.947** 4.36 

(0.071) (0.073) 

3. Carpet Weaving 0.893** 0.601 0.532 6.23 

(0.355) (0.415) 

4. Y atha Weaving 0.943** 0.208 0.861 ** 2.15 

(0.108) (0.104) 

5. Kalimpong Bags 0.895** 0.414** 0.681 ** 4.05 

(0.139) (0.112) 

6. Bamboo Craft 0.854** 0.398** 0.454** 59.68** 

(0.060) (0.048) 

7. Wood Craft 0.874** 0.409** 0.713** 3.84 

(0.098) (0.108) 

8. Copper& 0.933** 0.933** 0.172 62.12** 

Brass Craft (0.163) (0.174) 

9. Black smithy 0.889** 0.163 0.767** 7.45** 

(0.149) (0.093) 

10. Silver Craft 0.970** 0.151 0.499** 199.94** 

(0.106) (0.034) 

Total Traditional 0.461 ** 0.440** 
0.900** 45.83 

Handicraft (0.040) (0.02) 

7.13. CONCLUSION 

The structural relationship among different variables as discussed in this chapter 

has significant implication in generating income in different craft sectors. The 

structural equations of different craft describe a subsystem in which regressed variables 
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are structurally dependent on or determined by a set of policy variables. These 

structural equations have been interpreted in terms of relevant economic meanings. 

These (impact and policy) variables are of great importance with regard to the planning 

of the sector. They could be used for estimating the response of dependent variables to 

changes in relevant independent variables. Besides, the Cobb-Douglas production 

function has also been used to analyses the cross-sectional data. Conclusions derived 

leads to the formulation of relevant policy framework for the development of 

traditional handicraft industries which has been taken up in the following chapter. 
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